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WINNERS OF ARTIFICIAL BREEDING SHOW
Missed In Census?
Please Mail Form
Published Today
T h e Decennial Census is
nearing completion, and a
special form is published in
today's issue of The Pridceton Leader for enumeration
of persons who may have
been skipped.
The form is on page 3.
It bears these instructions:
"If you have not been
counted here or anywhere
else, please fill out this form
and mail it immediately to
the Census District office."
The address is listed.
"Remember," the bureau
said in t h e advertisement,
"It will be ten years before
another count is made."

For Class

ncement To Start
Night With

Charles Hubbard's
Guernsey Wins Top
Prize In Show
Crittenden

Countian

Takes Second Place
With A Jersey; J. W.

Hazzard Places Third
A Guernsey calf owned by
Charles Hubbard, Eddyville road,
was awarded the grand championship prize of all breeds at the
local Tr -County Artificial Breeding Association's first show on
the East court square here Saturday, R. A. Mabry, county agent,
announced.
'
More than 400 people attended
the event from Caldwell, Critten1
den, Lyon a n d Trigg counties.
A
Thirty-six artificially-sired heifer
calves were exhibited by members
of the association, with Glenn
Williamson, extension field agent
in dairying from the University
„-e
of Kentucky, judging the entries.
Placed First In Senior
Second place honors in the
Pictured above are the winners of the local Tr -County Artificial Breeding Association's first
Division Of The Dairy
show here which was held near the Courthouse Saturday. This photograph shows the first, sec- grand championship class were
ond, third and fourth prize winners in each breed, which included Guernseys, Holsteins and Jerseys. won by a Jersey calf owned by
Cattle Contest At UK
George Conditt of Crittenden
Jimmie Martin, son of Mr. and
county, while third place was
Two Local Scout Troops
Mrs. Ray B. Martin, Otter Pond, T. W.(Tom) McConnell
awarded to J. W. Hazzard of
won top honors in the senior di- Joins The Leader Staff
Win Blue Ribbon For
Cadiz road for his Holstein entry,
vision of the annual dairy cattle
T. W. (Tom) McConnell, lifeMabry said.
Best Camping Practices
judging contest held on April 26
long resident of the county and
Calves were judged and winTwo Princeton Boy Scout
at the University of Kentucky,
formerly connected with the
Troops won blue ribbons for or- ners selected in each breed with
Edgar A. McDavitt, president of
newspaper business in Princeton Junior Service Club
derliness, cleanliness and good calves from one to five days of
the Dairy Club, announces.
and Madisonville, has accepted a
camping practices at a Boy Scout age being judged in separate
A first semester junior, Jimmie position with The Princeter Lead- Sponsored By Local
camporee held May 5-7 on Tur- classes. "Members of the breedorganizaa
Is
several
of
member
Schwab,
Beatrice
Kiwanis Organization
er, effective this week.
Pictured from left to right, first row, are Mary
key Creek, Kentucky Lake, it is ing association did a very good
which
of
one
campus,
the
on
tions
Charles
A Key Club composed of key announced. They were Troops 39 job of showing their calves and
McConnell has edited The Hopridge, Noel Davenport, Thomas Stewart, Margaret Lee Willett, Patricia Nelson,
a
also
is
He
Club.
Dairy
the
is
in cooperating in the new proenser, Louis Pidcock, Smith Skees and Janet Marie Feeley, all of whom received their member of the Block and Bridle kins County Times, a weekly leaders in Butler High School and 42.
ject," Mabry stated. "At the
Rogers, Burton Strong First Holy Communion during the 8 o'clock mass Sunday at St. Club and Alpha Gamma Rho so- newspaper started in Madisonville has been organized and is awaitThreethe
in
troops
other
Two
Paul's Catholic Church, with the Rev. William Borntraeger offiin October, 1948, until last week. ing a charter to be granted by the Rivers District won blue ribbons same time dairymen had the opell Vinson.
fraternity.
cial
Bornportunity to see the results of
He maintains his financial inter- ,international organization, James
Nelson is valedictorian ciating. Pictured at the top are Sister Carmencita, Rev.
Jimmie was awarded a book est in the Madisonville publica- Hodge, newly elected president of for good camping practices with the artificial breeding program
and Milladean Barnes t.ger and Sister Pierre...f SI Paul's School.
third
and
second
placing
troops
"The Jersey", a model A Foste ton, which is continuing under the Key Club announced. The
ran. Mrs. Guy Nichols
receiving red and white ribbons. and the quality of calves being
heavy duty animal clipper and a the operation of other
produced," he added.
4-H Judging Contest
members club is a junior service organizansor.
Replica Of Liberty
Members of Troop 39 attending
Jersey medal. "At the present of the firm.
tion under the sponsorship of the
ual class play will be
Placings and cash awards were
Scheduled For May 20
were Charles Ridcamporee
the
Bell To Be Displayed
time, he is working for a place on
local Kiwanis Club.
on Tuesday night, May
Henry, Billy McCaslin, made in Guernsey, Jersey and
and
Jack
canning
clothing,
dle,
which
team
4-H
judging
A
Seath's
Dr.
e annual all-day picnic In Princeton June 24
Other officers elected in the Charles McMican, Clinton Fox, Holstein rings, as well as the
foods judging contest will be held will conpete in the National Dai- Enon-Creswell Road
a Springs is scheduled
Club are David Alexander, Glendell Washburn, Junior Cro- awards for the one to five dayKey
An exact replica of the original at
at
20,
May
Saturday,
conry Cattle Congress collegiate
9:30 a. m.
Under Construction;
sday, May 17. with all Liberty Bell will be in Princeton
vice-president; Bob McConnell, well, Jimmy Stephens, Lawrence old calves and the grand chamthe Scout House at Eddyville, it +est next fall and w0 think he will
1 attending, Nichols on June 24 when appropriate cersecretary, and Charles Wade, Ledford, Hershel Creekmur, pionship awards. Cash prizes of
give anyone a lot of competition,' More Work Planned
is announced.
given
emonies will be conducted in conThe work order for the con- treasurer.
James L. Bowman, Bill Wilson, $5, $3, $2, and $1 were
Four-H girls of Lyon and Cald- McDavitt said.
nection with the U. S. Savings well counties will judge foods,
Patterned after the Kiwanis Tommy Cash, Ken Cummins, through the cooperation of the
struction of the Enon-Creswell
the
ftxttr
of
During
summer
Bonds Independence drive which butter, cakes, flour muffins, table
the Key Club ie based upon Johnny Harris, Oscar Mitchell, directors of the local Artificial
t To Hold
Jimmie worked with the herd of road, beginning at Feagan's store Club,
opens May 15 and continues
cher- Hickory Creek Farms, McHenry, in Fredonia an d extending to the principles of service in ren- Jackie Fisher, Paul Jones, Rich- Breeding Association, Wood Drug
Canned
menus.
and
manners
I Service
Company, and the Kentucky Arthrough the Fourth of , July,
green beans will be judg- Ill., and helped with the herd at Creswell, a distance of 11.7 miles, dering. Its service in the school ard Lewis, Mickey Cunningham,
re nearing completion George Eldred, chairman for the ries and
tificial Breeding Association, Maand a canning quiz will be the Illinois, Ohio and Michigan was received last week and work is similar to that of the Kiwanis Dickey Whitsett, Gene Oliver and
ed
nual memorial service Caldwell county program, anin the civic life of the com- Billy .Armstrong. Names of those bry said.
Club
has
been
William
Judge
started,
held, it was said.
state fairs. Later in the same seay-Crider-McNabb Post nounced Wednesday.
munity. Like the parent organi- ettending from Troop 42 were not
Placings and awards announcAnna Neal, runner-up in the son he helped with same herd at Pickering said yesterday.
rans of Foreign Wars,
Exact replicas of the Liberty
the
enter
will
county style revue,
The road will be paid for out zation, the Key Club is interna- available at press time Wednes- ed by Mr. Mabry were:
Cattle
Dairy
International
the
. McCaslin announced Bell are being sent to each state
Guernsey, 14 calves exhibited;
day.
clothing judging contest also on Exposition at Indianapolis, the of the two-cent gasoline tax fund tional, Hodge said.
to symbolize the "Independence Saturday, May 20.
y.
first place, Charles Hubbard,
Butler High School students
and will be added to the state
stated.
announcement
vice will be conducted Theme" of the campaign. The
Caldwell county; second, James
Acsording to Home Agent WilJimmie was active in 4-H Club highway department for mainte- who have signed the petition for
ditorium of the Butler tour in Kentucky will start at
O'Daniel, Lyon county; third,
ma Vandiver, any girl who is en- work during his high school days nance in the future. Mott, Black- the establishment of the club and
ol at 7:30 p. m. Monday, Frankfort on May 23 and end in
Vernon Burchett, and fourth, K.
rolled in either canning or food at Butler. The Martin family burn arid Ferguson are contrac- whose names. will be placed on
he public is cordially Louisville on July 3.
B. Jacob, both of Caldwell county.
the original membership charter
projects and is at least 13-years- specializes in raising prize beef tors on the project.
attend the service, MeDetails of the program in old may enter these contests.
Jgrsey class with 18 calves excattle and Jimmie expects to take "Surveys have been made and upon its receipt. are:
d.
Princeton will be announced in
hibited; first, George Conditt,
Winners in each event will re- up the study of beef cattle in his it is hoped that the surplus from
Charles Adams, David AlexanThe Leader soon, Eldred said.
Crittenden county; second, Bruce
ceive a trip to 4-H week at Lex- senior year.
the fund will be sufficient to con- der, Randall Chambliss, Billy Jo Retired Railway Worker
Wheeler, Crittenden; third, Wylie
rtin Expected
ington June 6-10.
the
Briarfield
Jimmy
struct
Gresham,
FarmersvilleWallace,
James
Jimmie is a veteran of World
Had Been III
Brown, and fourth, Lloyd Stone,
Picklater
road
Judge
year,"
this
Chester
Cartwright,
Castleberry,
rom Hospital
War II, having served n the Merboth of Caldwell county.
Since April 22
K. U. Official Speaks
lartin, Illinois Central
chant Marine and with the occu- ering stated. The proposed road is Jack „ Cook, Billy Yoe Farless,
Holstein class of four calves exsix
approximately
miles.
Ozell
Gray,
Ellis
Lewis
Haile,
Albert
for
services
Funeral
, entered the I. C. HosAt Rotary Meeting
pational forces in Japan for more
Johnston, Garnett Lewis, James Walker Glass, retired railroad hibited; first, Mary Hazzard,
iiiicah yesterday for reRobert W. Wilson, of Lexing- than a year.
Mick, Billy Joe Pierce, Herbert worker, who died at Princeton Caldwell county; second, R. G.
stitches from an eye
ton, who is connected with the
Mallory Porter
Scott, and George tevens.
hospital May 6 at 7 p. m., were Nichols, Crittenden county; third,
which he underwent Most Reverend Bishop
commercial service department of HOME FROM HOSPITAL
Recuperating At Home
"We Build," is lhe Key Club conducted Sunday, May 7, at 2:30 Minos Cox, Caldwell county, and
weeks ago. He is exKentucky Utilities, was guest
Mrs. Mitchell Rowland returnMallory Porter, well known motto, and as in Kiwanis "that p. m., at Brown's Funeral Home fourth, Herbert Cochran, Crittenbe able to return to Tells Of His Audience
speaker at the regular weekly ed to her home on Highland aveden county.
meeting of the Princeton Rotary nue Friday after a major opera- resident of Cobb, is recuperating building is for justice, liberty, by the Rev. H. G. M. Hatler, asWith Pope Pius XII
Dixie Oliver, Trigg county,
operaand
beta
democracy,
Pargenerally
home
his
an
at
following
L.
Irvine
Rev.
the
by
sisted
First
the
at
night
Tuesday
Club
Her
Hospital.
tion at Princeton
The Most Reverend Francis R.
placed first in the one to five
ter
which
tion
in
place
live,"
to
Hosat
County
PresiHopkins
the
Masters.
M.
F.
Dr.
and
rett
discussed
He
Church.
t'ondition is reported to be imCotton, D.D., Bishop of Owens- Christian
resbyterians
days old class of all breeds. Herpital in Madisonville last week. dent Hodge said.
Music was under the direction
boro administered the Sacrament Kentucky's industries and its proved.
bert Cochran and George Conditt,
up
be
Mr.
to
able
is
and
Porter
Sturgis Meet
Young
the
and
Morrison
of Jimmy
of Confirmation to 21 members tourist attractions.
both of Crittenden county, won
around his room some and is re- Attend J. C. Penney
embers of the Central of St. Paul's parish Sunday, May
People's choir of the First BapAlso at the meeting, Virgil
Mrs. Saneth White
second and third place honors
covering as rapidly as could be
Ian Church attending a
tist Church.
Smith was presented a one-year
7, at 4 p. m.
with their entries.
expected, members of the family Meeting Wednesday
the Princeton PresbyBorn May 30, 1875, Mr. Glass
Those confirmed were James perfect attendance pin. Guests in- In Critical Condition
Other members of the associaJoe McHarg, manager of the loturgis a r e the Rev. Nelson, Mary Anne Kevil, James cluded Jack Body, of Dawson
was married to Sadie Brown
Mrs. Saneth White, one of the said yesterday.
tion from Caldwell county with
cal J. C. Penney Store and EdLoperfido, Frand Wood,
five
union
Waterthis
of
To
Davis,
1901.
18,
March
Walter
Springs;
recounty,
the
of
citizens
oldest
Mary Elizabeth Hazzard,
entries in the various classes were
ward Chrter, clerk, attended a
an, Walter Towery and Schwab,
girls were born. They are Mrs.
Janice Fay Nichols, James Dunn, loo, Iowa; Clifton Carter, and Mr. mains in a critical condition at Mrs. R. D. Kenady's
shoe meeting in Nashville, Tenn.,
Bill Adams, Claude H. Wood, Jr.,
good. The name of the
Mrs.
Eddyville;
Randall
Ladd,
Nashville.
Beulah
of
Higbee,
of
her
members
home in Cobb,
Feeley, Carol Nichols,
Merl Keller, L. E. Nichols and
Wednesday. They were accomCondition Improved
'on will be changed to Patricia
Mrs.
Eddyville;
the
as
introduced
Holland,
Bertha
was
Childress
the family said yesterday.
Nichols, Thomas Cotton, Patrick
Pollard Thompson. Other entries
Mrs. R. D.(Lena) Kenady, who panied by their wives.
Mrs.
entucky Presbytery of Sherman, Janet Feeley, Thomas Junior Rotarian for the month.
Princeton;
Larkins,
Ruby
Mrs. White, a widow of George
from Lyon county included W. L.
has been seriously ill at her home
yterian Church U.S.A.
Pauline Ethridge, Princeton, afid
White, Civil War veteran, has
Etewart, Patricia Elaine Nelson,
Parrett and A. M. Bennett.
in Cobb, was reported consider- Local Pastor Will Be
eting.
Honolulu.
Sedberry,
Mrs. Lake G.
made her home in Cobb and the ably improved
Mary Betarice Schwab, Charles
yesterday. Mrs. Baccalaureate Speaker
Eight grandchildren survive. They
community the greater part of
Smith Skees, Violet Berkley, MarKenady has been in ill health for
are Miss Dale Ladd, Alfred Lee Butler Band Places
her life, having spent a few years
Bible School
garet Lee Willett, Laurence Wilsome time but has only been conLadd, Eddyville; Cpl. Jack H. First In Annual
has
e
h
S
Kentucky.
Eastern
in
lett, Charles Coleman, Mrs. John
fined to her bed for the past two
t For May 16
Larkins, Merced, Calif; Mrs. Helbeen seriously ill for the past sevweeks.
lion Bible School clinic Hackett and Mrs. John McKinney.
en Elizabeth Trent, Lansing, strawberry Festival
eral weeks.
Preceding the ceremony of Con- Other Officers Named
aldwell Association will
Butler High School band, under
Mich.; Marshall Ethridge, Jr.,
t 10 a. m. Tuesday, May firmation, The Most Reverend
At Dinner Meeting
Princeton; Barbara Dale Autry, the direction of K. V. Bryant, reMrs. Chevis Groom
a
his
gave
of
Bishop
description
Presbyterian
Group
First Baptist Church,
Tim Autry and Lake G. Sedberry, ceived a trophy for first prize for
recent visit to Rome and his aud- Here Monday Night
Buried At Millwood
announced.
Jr., Honolulu; three sisters, Mrs. its participation in the annual
Miss Virginia MeCaslin was To Hold Church Supper
XII.
Pius
Pope
with
ience
Hopkins.
Groom,
Chevis
Mrs.
al feature of the clinic
Will Sears, Paducah; Mrs. C. C. Strawberry Festival at Humboldt,
The Men's Club of the Central yule, former resident of the Cobb
The ceremony of Confirmation elected president of the Business
epartmental conference
Fetty, Paducah, and Mrs. Charlie Tenn., last Thursday.
and Professional Women's Club at Presbyterian Church will have a community for the greater part of
BenedicSolemn
by
followed
was
iscussion of the use of
Bands were adjudged on
Ferron, Detroit, Mich. Several
its regular dinner meeting at the supper meeting at 6:30 p. m. Fri- her life was buried in the MillBible School literature, tion of The Most Blessed Sacraand nephews also survive. marching ability and music. One
nieces
Rev.
at
the
day
cnurch,
Monday
the
Church
Christian
First
by
wood Cemetery Tuesday afte,
Id. All pastors and their ment, which was administered
Pallbearers were sons-in-law, of the judges was Professor Reibnight. Other officers are Lucille Floyd A. Loperfido, pastor, an- noon. Surviving are the husband
001 workers are invited Most Reverend Francis R. Cotton,
Guthrie Lad d, A. B. Holland, ler, of the University of Tennescelebrant; Reverend Richard Hammonds, vice-president; Loui- nounces.
and three children, Mrs. Virginia
Marshall Ethridge, Bennett Lar- see, Knoxville, a former member
Yancey, Garland and Howard
Clements, deacon; and Very Rev- sa Craig, treasurer; Mabel McLin,
kns and two grandsons, Alfred of John Philip Sousa's Band.
erend J. L. Spalding, sub-deacon. recording secretary, and Arney PTA To Sponsor Food
Groom.
Second place was won by CenLee Ladd and Marshall Ethridge,
erians To Have
Other priests present were Rever- T. Rawls, corresponding secretary.
Jr.
tral High School, Nashville,
Outgoing officers are Elizabeth Sale Here Saturday
end William Borntraeger, pastor,
s Day Service
Flower girls were Mrs. Laura Tenn., and third place was won
The PTA will sponsor a food Mrs. Todd III At
al service recognizing Very Reverend Anthony Hidgon, G r a y, president; Lillie Belle
Belle Rodgers, Mrs. Pete Bridges, by Union City, Tenn.
Saturday, Home Of Parents
•ill be held at 11 a. m. Owensboro, and Reverend George Childress, vice-president; Hallie sale at the KU obit*
Trophy is cm display at WalMrs. Agnes Piercy, M r s. Mack
Mrs. Buford Todd, the former
Overby, treasurer; Ethel French, May 13, from 9 a. m., until 12
t the Central Presbyter- Boehmicke, Hopkinsville.
McClure, Mrs. Everett Jones and ker's Drugs and Jewelry Store.
announced.
p.
Lillian
is
it
m.,
and
secretary,
home
the
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at
recording
ill
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Pckering,
parish
Paul
Saint
of
ladies
The
h, it is announced. The
REV. FLOYD LOPERFIDO
Mrs. Nancy Keeney.
secretary.
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wilthe youngest mothers served dinner to the Most Rever- Pruett, corresponding
Speak/r at the Butler High
Mr. Glass had been ill since Butler Pupils Attend
ATTEND
film,
liam
sound
street.
DERRY
Locust
color
Ansco
The
Pickering,
t the service will be end Bishop and the visiting clergy
Princetonians attending t h e Mrs. Todd's case is described as School baccalaureate service to be April 22, when he suffered a
"Your Kentucky" was shown by
according to the Rev. at the home of Mr. and Mrs. .1. L.
May
stroke. He was a member of the All-State Chorus
Mr. Vear Mann, Division of Pub- 96th running of the Kentucky hepatitis, and she will be confin- keld at 7:30 p. m. Sunday,
Loperfido, pastor. Title Schwab, Hopkinsville street.
Representatives of Butler High
Saturday in- ed for three months. Her little 14, at Butler auditorium will be First Baptist church.
of
Department
Derby
in
Information,
Louisville
lic
or's sermon will be
Burial was in Cedar Hill School's vocal department who
Highways, Frankfort, assisted by clude Mr. and Mrs. Howard E. daughter, Irina, is also at the the Rev. Floyd A. Loperfido, pasRuth."
are to be in Lexington, May 10-12,
tor of the Central Presbyterian Cemetery.
Rev. Harvey Tallent
Day, Dr. and Mrs. K. L. Barnes Pickering home.
Mr. Dunlap, photographer.
to attend the All-State chorus are
church. The Rev. George W. FilVisitors were Mrs. John Ed and daughter, Peggy, Mr. and
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Ann Quisenberry, Carolyn Croft,
er, pastor of the First Christian
nd Boosters
The Rev. Harvey Tallent, pas- Young, Mrs. Gus Kortrecht, Mrs. Mrs. R. T. Humphries and daugh- Rose And Garden Club
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Church, will give the invocation
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Do You Know?

Sweet Goo For The Loafer

By Ewing Galloway
Henderson the
Two men around 25 years old drove out from
The farmer didn't count
other day and asked a farmer for work.
d there were five.
the women and children in the jalopy but guesse
they disheartened,
The farmer had no work for the men. Were
rather pleased. •
downcast? They were not! They seemed to be
per "copy"? That's
newspa
make
t
inciden
that
does
Well, how
town, but he figured
simple. The farmer didn't follow the car back to
t to the state
it was a twenty-to-one bet that they would go straigh
handout office for relief.
the average
Our newest handout law in Kentucky has upped
a
week for 24
$24
is
now
um
maxim
The
$18.
to
jobless
pay to the
pping work as
weeks. How many will live on relief checks, sideste
guessing.
the handouts last? Your guess is as good as mine. Try
the
Vego Barnes, Commissioner of Economic Security, told
a $25 maxipress the other day that Maryland and Louisiana, with
ky's maximum, are the only Southern states that exceed Kentuc
sioner
mum. At a public dinner three months ago, I heard Commis
was
Barnes 'tell with seeming pride how many people his buceau
his office.
dishing out cash to. And he predicted bigger things for
.
A large crowd of notable Kentuckians cheered Mr. Barnes
But there was a not so notable guy there who kept his hands
on the dinner table. That was because I have been studying handoutism and its effect ever since the WPA started cooking up public
ds
work plans in the low years of the depression and. ruining hundre
of thousands of men who hitherto had been used to earning their
living at honest labor. Men willing to earn the pay they were getting
were forced to become loafers, chiselers in order to stay on the payrolls. The worst bum in the crew usually set the pace. And work
bosses were known to allow men to stay home most of the time
and report only on pay day.
Since the depression, politicians have used security from the
cradle to the grave as sweet goo to catch votes. And they are going
right along with it. When handoutism is going to slow down, nobody
can figure.
Our politicians can take the money from those who earn their
living honestly, and buy votes with it. That they are lowering the
morale of labor, degrading men, women and children who otherwise
might make good citizens, does not seem to occur to our officials
In Frankfort and in Washington. And they don't seem to reckon
where handoutism will end.
Don't get me wrong. The worthy in distress should be given
public aid, always after their condition has been thoroughly and
honestly investigated. Fraud in setting the dole should be made
a felony.
In my humble opinion, the reason Kentucky ranks very low
among the 48 states is that we are low in productive work. Productive work produces practically all wealth. And the more money the
state dishes out to men and women not attached to jobs, the sooner
we will be unable to thank God for Arkansas.
My Philosophy was expressed just about perfectly by Tolstoy,
the greatest humanitarian of all time. I have quoted the lines before
and may quote them again.
"The more you give to the people, the less they will work. And
the less they work, the poorer they will become."
(Syndicated By The Union County Advocate)
•
Former Governor Harold Stassen, now president of the University of Pennsylvania, says Mr. Truman is a post-graduate of the
most effective political school in the country. He certainly taught
Mr. Stassen a few things.
•
The mayor of that town up in Wisconsin, where the American
Legion staged a pretended Communist take-over on Sunday, was
'ragged out of bis home in his pajamas as a "political prisoner," and
thrown into the clink. It was supposed to be a part of the realism.
But when the same mayor had a cerebral hemorrhage some
hours later, it began to look too realistic. The public officials of
many European towns have been conveniently removed from the
scene by "sudden illness" after Communists seizure of power. We
iardly expected the Wisconsin Legionnaires to go so far.
—(The Paducah 11111,401011Pcra04.
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YOUR BIGGEST BARGAIN!
A convenient, thrifty, safe, dependable
WATER HEATER
AUTOMATIC

ELECTRIC

It's right there whenever you turn on the faucet
—HOT water for dishes, for clothes, for baths
and showers, for scrubbing and a hundred other

uses. That's what makes the install-it-and-forget.
about-it automatic electric water heater such a
prized possession.

HOT WATER BY WIRE COSTS LESS THAN YOU THINK
The average family of four uses 1,285 gallons of
/lot water a month, or about 40 galkrs a day.
This includes all normal use including a nonautomatic washer. Our off-peak urban rate is lc
a kilowatt hour if there is an electric range in the
home," Vic a kilowatt hour if no range is used.
Note that larger size heaters cost less to operate
because they are able to heat more water on
off-peak rote, therefore operate less on regular
rate, The larger electric hot water heater means
lower operating cost, more dependable hot water.

AVERAGE COST OF HEATING 1,285 GALLONS OF
HOT WATER MONTHLY FOR A FAMILY OF FOUR
PERSONS WITH VARIOUS SIZE ELECTRIC HEATERS
WilhOUr
Electric

WWI
Electric

Rong•

acing*

66 gotten heater delivering up tO
52 gallons daily on .fl-peak rate

$4.98 $3.51

52 gallon heater d•liv•ring only
42 gallons daily on off-pook ,ate

$5.21

only
24 gallons daily on elf-peak rat*

$5.59 $4.73

30 gallon healer dolivoring

/solo 114AM411141 on the electric water

$3.98

heater

1. Hot water outlet to faucets.
2. Upper heating element, with thermostat; heats water on north
kr rate, enly a needed.
3. Storage tank. The life of yew water heater depends an it. The
best assures long life, low maintenance.
4. Extra thick Insulation. 14 WO the water heater you tory has It.
Keeps heat IN.
S. Bottom hisaHng element, with thermostat. Heals only during
eff-Pmth Periods, hoot, full Ian* on low water healing rates.
4. Cold water Wet with baffle, prevents mixing of cold and het
water In tank.
7. Drain pormils flushing to clean tank.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
7
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• Negro Church Has Four
• Pastors In 106 Years

Jani
RID&
and
111 of

Louisville — (AP) — Green
Street Baptist Church and its
Negro congregation is 106 years
old. And It has had only four
pastors ln that time.
Founded in 1844 by a group o
29 skives, the church now hal( an
active membership of 500. In contrast to its stately pillared temple of today, Green Street Church
had its humble beginning in a
livery stable which the members
by the work of their own hands
converted into a suitable house of
worship. The founders could neither read nor write, so an interested friend served as secretary.
The records in his clear scrips
are still legible.
First of the church's four pastors was the Rev. George Wells,
who served through six of the
congregation's formative years,
dying in 1850. The second minister, the Rev. Richard Sneathen,
served 20 years, seeing his people
emerge from slavery. The Rev.
Daniel Abraham Gaddie guided
the flock for 39 years. And a similar period was spanned by the
service of the Rev. Henry Wise
Jones, who has just retired.
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Three

mthis Lowry
unhappy lot of every
ho would pick tasty
• rid handsome flowers
portion of his time as
very gardener's tool
age is frequently used
s hunting equipment
•mg lethal sprays,
ay guns, loading dust
editing directions.
dr against insects and
in March and conthrough the season
rather drives us back
ter siesta.
•urposes of classifiesinsects fall roughly
lasses: chewing and
o the chewing class
my slugs, amusing
s caterpillars, beetand cutworms. This
s itself on leaves and
munches contentedly GENERAL VIEW OF WRECKAGE AT RIMOUSKI: .The center of me town of Rimouski, Quebec, (above) is nothing but ruins (May
only d skeleton left. 7) after being gutted by a $20,000,000 fire. More than 2,000 werehomeless after being burned out by a fire that started at one of the
pests are more de- town's lumber yards. (AP Wirephoto)
methods, but equal- dy
carefully so as not to cause stick to the plants.
RADIO MADE FOR MINES
head lamp would be strong
• phids, or plant lice, injury to garden
The body of William F. (Buffafriends.
Japanese beetles, of Course,
New York — (AP) — Miners enough to allow him to broadcast, lo Bill) Cody, frontierman
common members of
and
These chemical sprays like ar- seem impervious to any chemical would carry radio transmitters to McNiven said.
showman, is buried on Lookout
and they insert a tiny
warfare.
One
effective
tell
rescuers
method
of
were
where
they
senate
of
lead
and
nicotine
are
The miner's transmitter-receiv- mountain near Denver.
he plant and suck out
control ..ig• to treat the ground in trapped, in a radio set-up devised
Infected plants may old, tried and true. With science's
The National Geographic Societhe early spring—when the beet- by James A. McNiven of New er could be a portable affair, per• by yellowing leaves, terrific progress, the market is
le grubs are still in the soil, with Orleans. He is an electrical en- haps carried on a man's back, he ty says a native tr-ide in New Gui• general appearance flooded with new, strong
insecti- a specific preparation which in- gineer with the U. S. Coast Guard. said. There might be one for each nea costs tabout $600.
cides which take careful handling. fects the grubs with a lethal Jap
The miner would stick metal- man, or one for each small group
WALKER HAS IT
both before damage It's best to ask for help from a beetle disease. In the
alternative, lic probes into the ceiling of the of men. Rescue work could be
JEWELRY
COSTUME
s necessary to keep reputable Seedman in selecting the best control is picking the mine. He would
speak into a radio speeded up if trapped men could
sprays on hand. The some of the newer pest removers. beetles off foliage by hand
and transmitter, a n d the signals tell just where they were, and
FOR
SPRING
is are controlled by
Some people use sprays for all dropping them into a jar of kero- would be carried io a receiver at what the situation was. McNiven
WALKER'S DRUGS &
they take into their their bug-fighting work, others sene—or turpentine--and water. the
surface. Batteries of the type said the method had been tested
JEWELRY
e sucking pests are prefer using dusts. There's someTomatoes frequently are both- supplying power for a miner's successfully in coal mines.
Princeton, Ky.
Dial 3211
isons which kill on thing to be said for both
sprays ered by sucking insects—but they
and dusts — and most gardeners should be sprayed or dusted only
of lead is the best use both. In the event a dust gun with Bordeaux mixture for the
he stomach poisons: is used, it's wise to spray after a plant is susceptible to a pest calthe contact killers. Jain or in the morning when led tobacco mosaic which can be
wever, works both as plants are moist so the dust sticks present in the nicotine based
oison and a contact to the plants. When a spray is spray.
does DDT for those compounded, soap is usually adBeans infected with the dising to use it and s-tu- ded to the mixture to help liquitt gusting golden grubs of Mexican
bean beetle should be sprayed assiduously—and the plants burned
when pulled from the garden.
Fungus is the cause of many
diseases of plants—and in most
cases, is best treated by dusting
them with sulphur. Bordeaux
mixture, copper sprays and other
chemical mixtures handle them—
and the best way to do it is with
preventive sprays and dusts, rather than waiting for one disease to
appear. Disease-ridden foliage
should be burned—particularly
hollyhock a rid delphinium. Asters are susceptible to disease, and
it's wise to put the plants in difThe Census is nearing completion. If you have
ferent locations each year to hold
them down.
here or anywhere else, please fill out the form

HURRY!
WHILE
THEY
LAST
FINE CHINA
TABLES LAMP
Floral Doren:nod CNna basil
complel• with PI•atod Parchment Shad* .. . NOW ONLY

JORDAN'S

P3h9o4ne

Hopkinsville's Leading Home Furnishers

Oi4OYears Wiliiiiii-Wriiranct Paid
Virgil Smith

C. A. Woodall
OFFICES

Princeton

Fredonia

Tel. 2441

Tel. 9

Marion
Tel. 89

Established 1907

BEAUTIFUL • DECORATIVE

WALLPAPER
Paste • Glue • Tools • Cleaners
SAN ITAS
VARLAR
Tape • Patching Plaster • Felt
Wall Rite

CORNETTE'S, GIFTS
Hopkinsville

This Is The Decennial Census Which
Started April 1 And Will End May 15th
...M....
.
1116 11
...•••..W.VIMM,
..."
.
...1.11
MMD..1=11.4.01M....M,

My address on April 1, 1950 was:
House Number and Street
State

City, town, village
NAME OF EACH PERSON WHOSE USUAL
PLACE OF RESIDENCE WAS IN THIS
HOUSEHOLD ON APRIL 1, 1950
(LaSt name)

(First name)

(Initial)

Relationship of this
person to the head et
the household, such as
head, wife, son, roomer, etc.

CUT OUT THIS FORM AND MAIL TO:
MAIL THIS REPORT NOW!

Remember Her With A Gift From Here

Roberta Wheeler

not been counted
below and mail it
immediately to the U. S. Census District Office at the address
shown.

Studies Reveal Reason
Why Manganese- Helps
Plants To Grow
Berkeley, Calif. — (AP) — For
some time it has been known that
plants will not grow unless there
is manganese in the soil they feed
from. This was discovered by
plant nutritionists P. K. Stumpf
and C. C. Delwiche of the University of California College of Agriculture.
Now, working with graduate
students W. D. Loomis and C.
Michae/ion, they have found out
why manganese enables a plant
to grow. They discovered a new
enzyme in plants that enables
them to utilize glutamic acid, one
of the building units of protein.
Without manganese, this enzyme
doesn't work and the plant stops
grafting. No other metallic element is known to have this effect, and studies are continuing in
the hope of increasing crop. yields.

Associates
Sls Baker

Russell Woodall

COLOR
OR
RACE

AGE
AT
LAST
Birthday

Bureau of the Census
8081
/
2 South Main Street
Second Floor, Woods Bldg.
Hopkinsville, Kentucky

OSMETIC GIFT SETS BY* HELENA RUBINSTEIN
* MAX FACTOR
* COTT
* YARDLEY
* DOROTHY GRAY
* LENTHERIC
* HELENA RUBINSTEIN'S NEW WHITE MAGNOLIA
* EVENING IN PARIS

Remember - It Will Be Ten Years Before Another Count Is Made!
The following organizations appeal to every citizen to be sure he is counted:

* LELONG
* ARDEN
* HOUBIGANT * CORD/ST
* CIRO
* LENTHERIC * CHANEL * DOROTHY GRAY
* GUERLAIN
* HELEN RUBKNSTEIN * AND MANY OTHER LEADING BRANDS
* FINE AIRMAID HOSIERY — DOUBLE TWIST
LOVELY VANITIES — MANICURE SETS — BOX CANDIES
PERFUMED SOAPS — STATIONERY

LARGEST SELECTION OF BOX CANDY
IN WESTERN KENTUCKY
KING

*

RUSSELL

STOVER

* WHITMAN

* BELLE

CAMP

Major- Dray Drug Store
At 9th & Virginia In Hopkinsville

PRINCETON CREAMERY
STEGER LUMBER CO.
BODENHAMER'S
CORNER DRUG STORE

,

Thursday, May

PRINCETON,
THE PRINCETON LEADER,

KENTUCKY
Ma
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A&P
brought a civil suit to destroy
have
Washington
knows,the anti-trust lawyers in
As almost everyone now
dissolution of this company.
the
order
to
courts
Danville, Illinois, in 1946.
They ask the
at
us
against
suit
on the fact that they won a
They say that this suit is based
decision against A&P.
a
made
Lindley
C.
Waiter
Judge
wrote:
They did. In that case, Federal

decision, Judge Lindley
his
explaining
letter
Immediately thereafter, in a

A&P system.
the
condemned
not
have
"I
could
which
finding
a
made
I have not
dissolution."
of
suit
a
for
basis
the
be

based on Judge Lindley's decision;
is
A&P
dissolve
to
suit
their
that
saying
So,now we have the anti-trust lawyers
basis for a suit of dissolution. .
the
be
not
could
decision
his
says
while Judge Lindley himself
lawyers lost. We promised to tell
anti-trust
the
which
A&P
cases against
In previous ads we told you about the
the story of the Danville case.
you about this case they won. Here is

What Judge Lindley Objected To

are again making
made all of the charges which they made
and dropped
At Danville, the anti-trust lawyers
the same charges they had
against A&P today. They were substantially objected to some of them as -inflammatory.had
at Dallas, Texas, after four federal judges
some of
of some of our activities. He threw
critical
was
Lindley
Judge
In his decision,
others.
any decision on
the charges out of court. He did not make
had done.
the efficient job of food distribution it
He even took occasion to praise A&P for
one
Judge Lindley said:
substantial portion of 130,000,000 people,cents
1
2
"To buy, sell and distribute to a worth of food annually at a profit of 1/
and three-quarter billion dollars one may well be proud of.
on each dollar, is an achievement
States. Nopeople so well fed as in the,United
at so
distribution
"No place in the world I take it are
efficient
accomplish
distrilVors
where else, I suppose, do food
problem is not
the
nations
other
in
told
are
low a margin of profit. In 'contrast, we diet at all."
.one of an adequate diet but one of no
his ruling on the
violation of the Sherman Act. He based
Commission
Atlantic
13ut Judge Lindley did find us in
the
subsidiary,
buying
vegetable
dual role played by our fresh fruit and acted both as buying agent for A&P and as selling
Company, whereby that organization
agent or growers.
policy
Judge Lindley said:
disposition of this case that in general the
"If I assume for the purpose of the law and attribute to defendants a desire to
of A&P was to operafr w;tlin remains the conscious, knowing adoption by all
comply with the law, there still
Atlantic Commission Company affecting
defendants of a plan .of ar.tion by theretail store which cannot be squared with
every
every department of A&P and
act."
the
of
purpose
and
intent
the
condemned their pracJudge Lindley wrote: "I have
In his letter explaining the decision,
Commission Company."
tices throvvh the Atlantic
Circuit
$175,000. When his decision was upheld by the
Judge Linv imposed fines totaling the fines. This ended the case—but we did not stop there.
Court of Appeals in Chicago, we paid

What We Did To Correct This

,195O
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be sure
immediately set about reviewing our activities to
In the light Of the decision, we
operations.
criticism of our
that' there could never again be any
abandoned the dual role to which Judge Lindley
First, the Atlantic Corrunission Company of his decision against us.
objected and which he said was the basis
Commission Company had been licensed for
We did this even though the Atlantic
of Agriculture to act as both a buyer
Department
many years by the United States
vegetables.
and seller of fresh fruits and
only buys for A&P.In other words, we stopped
The Atlantic Commission Company now said put us in violation of the Sherman Act.
doing the thing which Judge Lindley
methods of operation which Judge Lindley
We made additional changes in other
he did not base his decision on them.
had questioned at Danville, even though
We did even more than this!
asked the anti-trust lawyers what else they though
We went down to Washington and new interpretation of the vague.anti-trust laws.
their
to
we should do to conform
that we should break up this company!
The only answer we ever got was
to A&P's size, they insisted that
Despite their claim that they were not opposed
we destroy this size.
to our manufacturing operations.
Despite their claim that they were not opposed
produce many of the fine foods
which
factories
they insisted that we get rid of our
you buy at A&P.
our low prices, they insisted that
Despite their claim that they were not opposed to these
low prices possible.
make
that
we destroy many of the efficiencies
dissolution of A&P.
In other words, they insisted upon the
anti-trust lawyers what else they thought
We were still trying to find out from the they filed the current suit to destroy A&P.
when
law
the
to
conform
to
we should do

OU CAN A
vow hills in ono
our wanthly loan
you are now

EASIER, T
and only one
raw In today

9Rievstal
110W. Mark
Princeton, K

Business?
Of
Out
A&P
Put
To
Want
They
Do
Why, Then,

statements
anti-trust lawyers have been making damaging
Ever since this suit was filed, the
if they were believed by the public.
that could seriously hurt our business
today.
Danville of all the charges they are making
They say that we were found guilty at
the antinot sustain all of the charges of
This is not true. Judge Lindley did
trust lawyers.
enforce the law.
They say this suit is designed to
spirit, as
its sincere desire to abide by the
But A&P has clearly demonstrated
well as the letter of the law.

THE GREAT ATLANTIC &

in certain "alleged" practices.
They say they are seeking to "enjoin" A&P from engaging
"enjoin"
us, but to put us out
to
not
Actually, the whole purpose of this suit is
of business.
decision handed down by Judge
They say that this suit for dissolution is based on the
Danville.
in
Lindley
But Judge Lindley has said of his decision: "I have not made a finding which
could be the basis for a suit of dissolution."
What, then, is the real reason why_ the anti-trust lawy_ers want to destroy_this companyt
which for 90 years has pioneered_ the methods of distribution which have given the
more good food for their money1
T.
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winter winds. In some of the
climbing varieties it is best ta
release them from their bindings
and bury the cane so that they
can-winter wtthoutinn.
In the case of rose standards, or
rose trees, it is mandatory to
winter the plants by trenching on
one side, and dropping the plant
into the trench, covering with a
By Richard K. O'Malley
thick blanket of straw.
Hanau, Germany — Gray-hairThe hybrid—tea roses or the ed Philipp Metchan opened a
older perpetuals — require the packet of tiny diamonds and
lion's share of the gardener's rose screwed a jeweler's glass into his
time. In the first place they like eye.
and almost require beds all their —"These stones," he said, "are
own. The most one can do is bor- like Germany's diamond industry:
der the rose garden with some small, not nearly the size of the
Inoffensive. undemanding plant.
old days, and struggling for atIn preparing the soil to receive tention."
hybrids, whether it be spring or
Metschan, who cut his first diafall, one should take particular mond in 1904, is one of a score of
pains to provide them with the artisans here who are trying to
kind of home they like. (If they revive Germany's war-wrecked
arrive from the nursery at a time diamond industry.
when it's impossible to plant them
Hanau used to be one of Gerimmediately, the plants should be many's three big daimond cutting
from
taken
the package and kept cities. Now the work is done
in a pail of water to prevent roots largely in private homes by men
from drying out.)
trying to continue what had beIt's a good idea to test the drain- come a life
work.
age. If a quantity of water poured
Metschan th,ed to employ 85
into a hole disappears within a men in his plant. Now he has five,
decent time, chances are the sit- including his son, Flans.
uation will agree with the roses.
Germany was never a great diaIf it staya:in the hole, the best mond merchanting center, but it
thing to do is dig deeper into the held an important place in the
soil and prepare it with wood processing industry. Buyers from
ashes, peat or some other material all over the world sent raw stones
to lighten the soil.
to Germany for cutting and polIn any event, the soil should be ishing. It was a good profitable
dug deep—one or two feet—and business and an intergral part of
well-rotted manure dug into the the nation's economy.
subsoil. The hole is then filled
Today it isn't much more than
with topsoil and perhaps some a determined effort. 0 1 d-tkmers
peamoss. Before setting the plant, who remember the 'big karat"
inspect it for broken roots. Be days are glad to get work cutting
careful in planting to avoid any stones 90 small they can be pickair holes, firming down the soil ed up with a moist finger.
as it is filled in around the plant
There are several reasons why
and using water liberally.
the diamond industry is having
The bushes should be pruned in a hard time. Belgium and HolSpring—when the earliest shrubs land, once Germany's biggest
bloom. The severity of pruning customers in diamond processing,
depends on the type of bloom don't send raw stones in anywanted and what winter has done more. Export laws prevent it,
to the bush.
Metschan says. No stones come in
Any gardener who wants real- from Britain. Germany now delyjine roses must spray regularly, pends on America, but even that
faithfully, and from spring to fall. supply is meager.
Rases' principal enemies are the
There has been talk that Belaforementioned Japanese beetles gium and Holland are trying to
and black spot. To control the keep Germany squeezed out of
latter, bushes must be sprayed the world diamond industry. A
every 10 days or two weeks on a business with no raw materials
regular schedule with an all-pur- can't become a competitor. Othpose spray or special rose com- ers say these two important dia-

your bills—
Pay At&
left, too.
Have cash
Personal Loan
A
for youl
Will SAVE
Sapoilan

paying
CAN ACTUALLY SAVE MONEY by Wont
us.
r bills in one lump sum with a Personal Loan
than
monthly loan payments will probably be much less
you are now paying on present bills.
EASIER, TOO, because you have only one place to
nd only one small payment to make each month. Phone
e in today and tell us how much you need.

IttehiSiate FINANCE CORPORATION OF KY
PHONE 2881
110 W. Market Street
Princeton, Ky. DAVID N. RIDEOUT, Mgr.

Ky. Farm News

At The Churches

—anti—

FRIDAY

0 11G MAN
PITH A HORN

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Services:
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
Worship Service at 11:00 a. tn.
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship.at 7:30.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednesday at 7:00 p. m.

NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett is pastor.
Sunday School-10 a. m.
Preaching-11 a. m.
Training Union-6 p. m.
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
mond countries are only tryitig to
preserve their own economic
status.
Whatever it is, the German artisans are still plugging away.
"There will always be a demand
for diamonds," Metschan says.
"There always a r e engagement
rings, gifts, and some people regard diamonds as an investment."
He figured a little parcel of
diamond chips.
"If we keep trying, if we don't
give up, I think it will turn out
all right," he said.
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PLUS! TECHNICOLOR CARTOON and NEWSREEL

SATURDAY
OPEN at 10:09 A. M.

Phone 2053

_
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THE JAILBREAK THAT BROKE
EVERY FRONT PAGE
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Desperate
Killers Blast
Their Way To
Freedom in
Headline-Net...

TECHNICOLOR
WARNER BROS. SINER LINING' STARS SHINiNG

-JUNE

GORDON

HAVE MAW

"KEACH'S HAS IT"

TERMITE SPECIALISTS
No clutch pedal, of tours* —and you're safe Hold
Item the start! No clutching-no declutching- with Stud,baker Automatic Drive. As car moves forward, you Juit
feed the gee. steer and brake. Your,Iltedebeker "Witsfar
itself"—nsekee seer changes imematte.07. ileiely end
pest In
smoothly. You keep the pointer os
"drive" position most of the time. Bet Mem pee WI&
on the ignition, the seem will nett only if you bow
filet sit tile Mader beer at "perk" or "neutral."

the basis of 50 per cent on what
the participants say, and 50 per
cent on how they say it.
County Extension agents will
.con*leti. information re- _
garding this new contest.

TONIGHT

A brand new contest has been
added to the 4-14 Club program
In Kentucky and 20 other states,
the National Committee on Boys
and Girls Club Work has announced. Named the 4-H Public
Speaking Program for 1950, it will
be conducted through the State
Club office and County Extension
agents.
If any state prefers to conduct
a 4-H Radio Speaking program, or
a combination Public Speaking
and Radio Speaking program, it
may do so, according to the announcement.
Among the suggested subjects
are: What 4-H Work Has Done
for Me; My Home and My Cummunity; Making the Farm.. and
Home Safer; Agriculture ant Petroleum; How 4-H Club Work
Contributes to Good Citizenship;
Homemaking as a Career; What
4-H Members Can Do to Promote
Good Government. Talks must be
original.
As incentives for outstanding
achievement in the contest, goldfilled medal awards are provided
for the boy and girl winner in
each participating county by the
Pure Oil Company. State awards
comprise a set of silverware in a

"RC Makes You
Feel Like New!"

Robinson Implement Co.
Hopkinsville Road

ORCHESTRA LEADER TO WED SINGER: Xavier Cugat, 50,
is shown with 18-year-old Abbe Lane of New York, a singer in
his band, after Cugat announced plans to wed after his present
wife obtains a Reno divorce. Cugat said at Boston that his third
marriage will take place this summer.(AP Wirephoto)

handsome chest for the outstanding girl, and a standard American make 17-jewel gold watch for
the top ranking boy.
Winners on
state levels will be determined on

Homemakers Clubs includes namThirteen Rockcastle, county ing farms and improving farm
farmers set 10 acres of strawber- entrances and mailboxes.
Somerset banks will pay expenries and 15 members of 4-H clubs
ses of Laurel county 4-Hers atset a quarter-acre each.
Owen county banks are fur- tending 4-H Week at the Univernishing fertilizer a n d seed to sity of Kentucky.
Ohio County Homemakers
farmers converting idle land into
Clubs and the Beaver Dam Womgrass production.
an's Club cooperated in a style
Seed dealers in Union county
show of 86 models of spring fashreported the sale of about 11,000
ions.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
pounds of Ladino clover seed.
Members of homemakers clubs
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
Cumberland county farmers in Simpson county attended a
SUNDAY
winter
vetch
complained that
county-wide meeting to discuss
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
killed and crimson clover was tax assessment equalization.
10:45 a.m. Morning Service
damaged by disease.
H. R. Shelton of Clinton county
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
The Beech Creek Homemakers set 3,000 locust and 1,000 pine
WEDNESDAY
Club in Muhlenberg county has trees bought from the State Nur7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service
announced it will stencil names sery.
Practice
Choir
8:15 p.m.
on all mailboxes.
Six hundred and sixty-eight
As a result of lessons in cook- farmers in Adair county have askOGDEN METHODIST
of home- ed for telephone service; 38 inRev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor ing meats, 214 members
makers clubs in Oldham county dicated they did not want teleChurch School, 9:45 o'clock
thermometers. phones.
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock have bought meat
it's best to cut.the hybrids when.
A pig chain has been started
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
they bud, handpick the beetles off
among 4-H club beys and girls in
The U. S. strikes more than
6 o'cloek
morning and night and also treat
McCracken county.
500,000,000,000 matches a year.
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
the ground around the bushes
The program of Carroll County
Matches once coat so much that
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
with a beetle preparation which
only the rich could carry them.
o'clock
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
kills them while in the grub stage.
7 p. m.
Finally, it is a good idea in FIRST BAPTIST
water-short communities to mulch
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
the rose bed, to keep the soil from
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
drying out. Roses like water, but
10:50 a. m. Morning Service
William E. Cunningham, pastor
insist on a thorough drenching
5:45 p. m. Training Union
Sunday School 9:45 cm.
rather than frequent light sprink7:00 p. m. Evening Worship
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
lings—but then, so do most other
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
Young People's Service 6:00
growing things.
7:15 p. m.
Dm.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC.
prayer
Wednesday evening
PRINCETON
CHURCH Or THE IMMACU- service 7:00 p.m.
LATE CONCEPTION, EARLCEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
INGTON
Rev. H. C. Knight, pastor.
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Yes, and best-tasting RC is
services every secPreaching
Mass at 8 o'clock.
super-delicious with this recipe
Second and fourth Sundays, ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m.
and 7 p. m.
for spring parties —
Mass at 10 o'clock.
Prayer meeting every ThursHoly Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
at 7 p. 111.
HEAT
SLICE
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOS- day night
Sunday school every Sunday
in spice
frankfurters
PITAL CHAPEL
morning at 9:45 a. m.
into small
barbecue
First, third and fifth Sundays,
sauce
disks
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
CUMBERLAND
Second and fourth Sundays, PRESBYTERIAN
SERVE
Mass at 8 o'clock.
W. H. Tallent, minister
frankfurter bits and sauce on
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock • Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
large potato chips
Rev. William Borntraeger is
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
pastor and the Rev. Richard
Youth Fellowship, 6 p. m.
Drink Royal Crown Cola Clements is assistant pastor.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
Prayer meeting every WednesFAIRVIEW BAPTIST
day at 7:45 p. m., followed by
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
choir rehearsal.
Sunday School every Sunday
afternoon at 2:30.
Preaching every second. and.. KEACH'S in Hopkinsville
FOR COMPLETE
fourth Sunday afternoons at
HOME FURNISHINGS
2:30.
Prayer meeting every Saturday at 7:30 p. m.

Newest and
ost advanced of
all automatic
transmissions!
.s here today! America's first
ully perfected "no clutch—no
rshift" driving! The achievement
ears of research and development
Studebaker and Borg-Warner eneers —the revolutionary new
ebaker Automatic Drive!
echnicians will tell you that this
ebaker Automatic Drive is the
1 combination of a torque conCr and direct mechanical drive.
t the way this amazing transmisworks isn't half so important to
st car owners as the certainty that
era work—superbly, smoothly
reliably!
me in and try out this far aded Studebaker Automatic Drive
ithout obligation—right away.
curs cost—but It's the finest inanent that anybody ever made in
=toting enjoyment!

Kentucky Adds New
test To 4-H_
Club Program

OVER 3,500 CONTRACTS Some of Largest in
The Country

, JAMES CUDDLES
'BARTON SAKALL
—......
/Ii!,:a;-:.nc•Waswn
I:Mew g...:1 :
',.. .s.. Ii GENE NELSON
. ...:

Added Enjoyment! - • ..
PARAMOUNT
TECHNICOLOR CARTOON

MAY 18-19 at your CAPITOL

ekervare SCOTT 9IttiDt wei i.eCone•ine iresa
wet Nowa • OWW Rawl • Define kin
MO Byrd •IMO Pao me Modes tap Mt MIMI
fcry ho•abss • P,idmsdWbudtbu
Wen asel tincled Is claw_ mite.
So EAGLE LOOMS skive
Added!
'COMEDY

FREE
INSPECTION AND ESTIMATES

arm WM

WITTY _AND CARL

arseCRAM

WM YON CM SEE IT ON 111E SCIIED11
RIM Whirs It Ads* Ilmosest
Mak Plospith nutItIlopsoge

NM LOY

Hopkinsville, Kentucky
P. 0. BOX 256

PHONE

NEXT WEEK!

FRIDAY, MAY 19
141111:11416IIT SHOW

KARDIN'S SPOOK SHOW

"s1P'
Thursda
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Americans ate an average of ElI and six of lamb and
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Simmons and
Mr. Claude Allison Akin, Winun of pork 1948.
of beef, 70 pods
pounds
ston-Salem, N. C., Is visiting his son, Tornmy, are visiting relatives
points
In
other
Conway
and
mother, Mr.. Claude Akin, and in
Mrs. Billy Giannini entertained other relatives.
Arkansas.
members of the Tuesday Afternoon Bridge Club at tier home on
Route 3, Friday night, May 5.
Pot-luck dinner was served to
Mr. and Mrs. Billy McConnell,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Raddolph, Mr.
Are Coming To
Shrevialntry.
and
and Mrs. Harry Joiner, Jr.,•Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Morgan, Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Powley, Dr. and
Mrs. Frank Giannini, Mr. and
Watch for detailed advertisement in
Mrs. Raymond Schultz, Mn.
week's paper.
James Landes and Claude Allison Akin.

Mrs. Giannlni Hostess
To Bridge Club

r„.

PAGE BROS. SHOWS

Lewis - Deaner

•
•

Miss Lucille Lewis, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Lewis, Centerville, Tenn., and Cpl. William
C. Beckner, son of Mr. and Mrs.
S. A. Beckner, Princeton, were
married Wednesday, May 3, at
Centerville, Tenn.
Rev. Harry S. Winters, pastor
of the First Baptist Church, Centerville, officiated in the double
ring ceremony.
The bride wore a white linen
dress with navy accessories and a
corsage of pink casnations. The
bride's attendants were her cousins, Miss Mattie Lou Ingrum, of
Columbia, Tenn., and Miss Ima
Jean Thompson, of Centerville.
Mr. Lewis Grimmett, of Columbia, was best man.

After the ceremony, a wedding
dirmer was given- itthelwme
the bride's parents.
Mrs. Beckner is a graduate of
Hickman County High School,
Centerville, and has been employed by General Shoe Corp., in
Centerville the last three years.
Corporal Beckner is a graduate
of Butler High School and has
been in the U. S. Army the last
four Veers.
After a brief wedding trip,
Corporal and Mrs. Beckner will
be at home in Columbus, Ga.,
where he is stationed with the
Army.

PROTECT WHAT YOU HAVE

Dinner Party
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Moore
entertained with a dinner party
at their home on West Market
street Monday night, May 8, in
honor of Mr. and Mrs. David
Moore, who are visiting here from
Wyoming. Others present were
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Jaggers

Piano Recital

PRINCETON, MAY 22

The home you have worked and
saved for deserves the best protec-

Sorority. Members Receive
Ritual Of Jewels Degrees

Piano pupils of Mrs. Bernice M. Ten pledges of Beta Sigma Phi
Davis will be presented in recital sorority received their Ritual of
Friday night, May 19, at Butler 'Jewels Degrees at a meeting held
Tuesday at George Coon Library.
auditoriiiiii at 7:30 p. m.
Participating in the ceremong
An original composition will be
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
played by David Alexander who were Mesdames Glen Bright, HarClaude B. Wood, Linwood Farm,
rated superior it the State Music old Rowland, Frederick McConwere Mr. J. Locke Humphries and Festival.
A pupil of Mrs. Davis', nell, D. C. Miller, Robert Gorcion
Mr. Joe Barker, of Hopkin.sville,
Miss Joan Robinson, was also and Misses Margaret Ann Cartand J. 0. Humpttries, of Paducah.
wright and Wanda Wadlington.
rated superior in the festival.
Members who received their deThose participating will be Bet- grees
were Mesdames John Arkin,
ty Lee Cash, Donna Sue CumJames Guess, Charles Jones, Sam
mins, Lee Harrelson, Richard Cal- Koltinsky,
Jr., Shelby Pool, Billy
lender, Ann Kercheval, Ginny Robinson,
C. W. Scott, Robert
Lou McCaslin, Bobby Ann Cole- Williamson, Roy
Rowland, Jr.,
man, George Stephens, Gary arfd-M1ss
Joan Berry.
,Catlett, Don Harrelson, Betty
Mrs. Harold Rowland, presiMorgan, Margaret Moore, Ann dent,
presided during the cereKevil Morgan,Peggy Barnes, Viv- mony.
The table was beautifully
ian Clare Moore, Nancy Taylor. decorated
with yellow roses and
Sara Walker, Jane Alexander, candles.
Shirley Ryan, Marilu George,
Joan Robinson and Marshall EthMiss Baker Hostess
ridge.
The public is cordially invited. To Baptist Group
"
4-

ad/ y0.1/12 a„,alot
See our
Our r it 1
WEDDING BAND

The Lottie Moon Circle of the
First Baptist Church met at the
home of Miss Mary Wilson Baker Tuesday night, May 2, with
Mrs. R. D. Leech will be hostess
ten members and one visitor
to members of the American Legpresent.
ion Auxiliary at her home on S.
The devotional was given, by
Jefferson street Thursday night,
Mrs. Robert Jacob and the proMay 11, it is announced.
gram was given by Mrs. William
Larkins.
Present were Mesdames William Larkins, Cecil Smith, Robert
Jacob, Gordon Glenn, Claude KolLittle Miss Becky Brown, two- tinsky, W. E. Willis, Alvin Lisyear old daughter of M-Sgt. and anby, Mina Tom Ryan; Misses
Mrs. Jack Brown, Clarksville, Mary Wilson Baker and Melville
Tenn., is visiting her grandpar- Young. Mrs. William McCaslin
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hopper was welcomed as a new member.
on Hopkinsville street. Sgt. Brown
The hostess, assisted by Mrs.
is stationed at Fort Campbell.
Claude Koltinsky and Miss MelRev. and Mrs. W. M. Frisby and ville Young, served a delicious
the Rev. and Mrs. Carrol Yar- plate lunch.
The next meeting will be held
brough, of Providence, were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ad- at the home of Mrs. W. E. Willis
ams, Akers Avenue, Tuesday. Rev. in June.
Yarbrough will replace the Rev.
Frisby here as pastor of the Gen- Rose And Garden Club
eral Baptist Church, and, will deMiss Yasu Iwasaki, a teacher
vote full time-to the pastorate.
from Nagasaki, Japan, spoke on
Mr. and Mrs. Claude B. Wood, flowers and gardens of her
native
Linwood Farm, attended the wed- country a n d presented
eight
ding of Mr. Thomas B. Hammond flower 'arrangements at a
meetand Miss Martha Ann Overshiner ing of the Princeton Rose
and
at the home of the bride's moth- Garden Club Thursday, May
4.
er, Mrs. T. E. Overshiner, in
Miss Iwasaki, who is studying
Hopkinsville, Saturday morning and observing in the United
States
at 10 a. m. Mr. Hammond is a under the auspices of the Methonephew of Mrs. Wood.
dist church, described the flowers as typical of any arrangement
enlllllllllllefeessomeeeeeenee
found in any Japanese home,
where they are placed on a low
table before a painted scroll. She
explained that Japanese families
sit on padded mats in front of
the scroll and one vase of flowers and "silently Contemplate
their beauty, fragrance and significance." Misss Iwasaki was
dressed in native costume.
Also at the meeting, Mrs. Hugh
Goodwin, club treasurer, announced donations to the club's
courthouse beautification fund.
Contributions were received from
the Elks Club, the Veterans of
Foreign Wars, The American Legion Auxiliary and Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Wylie.
The club expressed its appreciation to Dr. and Mrs. Rosenthal
for providing the program for the
meeting. Mrs. A. E. Richardson,
of London, England, who is visiting Mrs. G. R. Newman and Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Long, attended
the meeting as a visitor.
• Chic Shades
Flowers used in the arrangements were grown in the gardens
• Wispy Sheer
of Mrs. Shell Smith, Mr. A. P.
• Sizes 814 - 1014
Day and Mrs. J. W. Hackett.
For Real Leg Luxury
It's A Joy To Wear . . .
J. S. Stinebaugh, 410 HopkinsRing-Free Ruth
ville street, returned from ClarksBarry Nylons
dale, Miss., where he had visited
his son, John H. Stinebaugh and
family. He was accompanied
Sheer 5-gauge 15-denier in
home by Mrs. Stinebaugh and
flattering, new light tones
daughter, Nina Catherine. John
for every occasion! Priced
H. will arrive Sunday to spend the
low to fit your budget.....
day with his mother and other
relatives and friends.
Dr. and Mrs. Melvin Klotz and
children, Michael and Carolyn, returned to their home in Indianapolis, Ind., Wednesday after a visit to her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Hyland Mitchell, Highland avenue.'

tion available... we have itl

PLAY SAFE
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Dial 2620

EACH DIAMOND
58 FACET
MODERN
AMERICAN CUT
FOR MAXIMUM
BRILLIANCE
•
FIVE ELEGANTLY
MATCHED
DIAMONDS
SET IN A
FISHTAIL
WEDDING BAND

ii 14k WRITE OR

$290

YELLOW GOLD

:310

1110 IRIDIM-PLAT1NUM

AN 511311RPASSE8 VALK

DENHAM'S JEWELRY STORE
Dial 2142
N.
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Sherwin-Williams SWP House Paint is

1. Excessive Loss of Gloss

7. Industrial Fumost
*Every drop of SW P House Point Is WEATHERATIDa
for its ability to resist all thesis destructive factors be
fore it is permitted to bear the Sherwin-Williams Lab&

For kitchens, bathrooms, all woodwork.
Reedy to use, may to apply, dries quickly.

LOOKS AND WASHES
LIKE BAKED ENAMEL

SVVP HOUSE PAINT IS YOUR BUT RI

AR WARE CO.
MOTHER CHOOSES THE
SLIMMING CHARM OF..

.
.
0 001100
lllll.1111.6011.0.41111111111.0011

GIFT SUGGESTIONS

as seen In

graduate •
GIRLS and
MISSES
for the

Give Her A Slip! 2.98
Charmingly lace - trimmed
mult-filament crepe; white
or pink. And you'll want
some yourself!

Hollywood Briefs49c
Two bar tricot; elastic waist
and leg binding. Double thick
crotch, bartacked. White and
Pastels.

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING

Center of attraction on her dity
and every day in a dress that
pays tribute by way of slimming the shorter,fuller figure.
Proportioned sizes makes it,
a perfect fit, a perfect gift?
a. No.6335-Pretty plaid in •coo/as-summer washable, mercerized
Dan River tissue gingham that
women will wear from dawn to
dusk! Blue Green, Brown, Red,
Blue. Sizes 141
/
2 to 221s. $8.95
b. No. 6337-A soft print with
white waffle pique.Handkerchief
lawn, washable. Sanforized and
mercerized..an exclusive Martha
Manning pattern. Turquoise.
Pink and Grey. Sizes 141
/
2 to
Wt. $8.95
c. No.6338-The perennial favorite washable sheer rayon polka
dot, with a lot of dash! Navy,
Black. Brown and Green. Sizes
141 1t to 22111- $5.93

n

LOANS

In 3 Styles

Offer

Soft, multifilament crepe with
beautifully beribboned . . .
lame-trimmed hem. Pink, blue,
white.

7a
Batiste Petticoats '61°

Lace Trimmed . ..

Batiste Nightgown
Sizes 34-41
White ground with pink or
blue flowers. Generously cut
. . . with ruffled front and
rounded neck.

CHEAP MONEY TO

FARMERS Through
Pink or white two bar tricot.
All around elastic waist and
double crotch. . bartacked.

FEDERATED

THREE RIVERS NAT'L FARM
LOAN ASSN.
Loans made' en idled !arms
from 18 to 33 years at 4% Interest on amortized payments

J. D. ALEXANDER
assogary - Treasurer
...Dial 3351

— itisoosoa. Ky.
roneve......erememe.o....e.....e.m...4

No. 6336-A gifted idea for
Mother's Day. Young in every
line. Wonderful, washable woven dotted Swiss with button
front edged in eyelet organdy.
Navy, Black, Brown or Green.
Sizes 141
/
2 to 224‘. $8.9,

d.

FEDERAL LAND BANE

Women's Petticoats

4. Chocking and

2. High Dirt Collection 3. Rapid Erosion
3. Uncontrolled Chalking 6. Color Fading

Mrs. Leech To Be
Hostess To Auxiliary

ONE CARAT OF
FINE WHITE
DIAMONDS
•

The Gigantic Carnival is being sponsored by
your Fraternal Order of Eagles.

CALL US

S. Harrison St.

next

e.e.•

ELDRED OWE.

FIRST On

Princeton, Caldwell Coun ,Kentuck

May 11, 1950

!Igo Seven

Thursda ,Ma

Deaths & Funerals

LOST

Mrs. Docia P'Poole

ed Back Stamp Book containing
.and Foreign Stamps. Reward.

DON HARRALSON

RST on every mot...

fittitItz, former pastor of the First
Baptist Church offliiuting. Burial
was in Millwood Cemetery.
Mrs. P'Poole Was a member of
the First Baptist Church, Princeton. Her home iormarly watt in
the Harmony community and i1'er in Princeton prior to her marriage to Mr. P'Pocle.
Surviving are the husbarci, L.
'
. loPoole, -Friendship
ty; one son, Roy Over by, Chicago,
Ill., and one daughter, Mrs. Herbert Murphy of the Midway community.

Mr. Buford Leech and Mrs. 1.41Funeral services for Mrs. Docia
lian Drennan, of Toronto, Ont.,
Mr. CB. Davis, New Castle, Ind., Overby P'Poole, who died at her
Mr. W. E. Davis, of Paducah, and home on the Hopkinsville road
Mrs. W. D. Goodloe, of Calhoun, 'early Tuesday morning, were
were called here last week be- conducted from the Brown Funcause of the serious illness of eral Horne here yesterday aftertheir 'mother
Adder. lam_ noon at 2:30, the Rev. Q. M.
Fannie Davis, North Jefferson
Dr. and Mrs. John Warren
street.
Steger, Newport, Ky., were visMr. and Mrs. David Moore, of itors with his mother, Mrs. Tom
Wyoming, are visiting Miss Mar- Young, Washington street,, Mongie Amoas, Plum,street, and other day night. Mrs. Young accompanirelatives here.
Mrs. Curtis Coleman is visiting
ed them on the return trip to
Mrs. August iq Kortrecht, Newport where she will spend a her parents in Mt. Vernon, Ind.
Louisville, is visiting friends and week.
She will return home Friday.
relatives here this week.
Lieutenant and Mrs. Robert 0.
Nash, Ft. Henning, Ga., spent several days this week with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Prince, Green street.
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Keeney,
of Orlando, Florida, will arrive
here Friday to visit his mother,
Mrs. Mary Lou Crawford, and
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
Gresham.
Mrs. C. E. McCullough and son,
Gary, of New Smyrnia Beach,
Florida, will arrive Monday for a
visit with her mother, Mrs. Mary
• Handmade HandkerLou Crawford, E. Main street. • Nylon Undies
Mrs. McCollough is the former
chiefs
•Short Pajamas
Demise Keeney.
• Dorothy.Perkins
Mrs. F. A. Lewis, Princeton
Route 3, returned Monday from • Gowns
Cosmetics
a visit to her daughter, Mrs. Sher•Slips
man Skunberg, of Minneapolis,
• Jewelry
Minnesota. Mrs. Skunberg recent- •
Panties
• Hose
ly gave birth to a son, Michael
Sherman.
• Latest In Umbrellas
•Gloves
Mrs. Richard Ratliff was a visitor in Hopkinsville Monday and
was the luncheon guest of Messrs.
Gordon Cayce and Dick Mills.
Mr. Gordon Cayce, Hopkinsville, visited Miss Katharine Garrett here Sunday.
Mr. Mitchell Rowland, Highland avenue, was a visitor in
Hopkinsville and Elkton Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. McKinnon,
of Dothan, Ala., spent last weekShirts, Ties, Sox, Handkerchiefs and Billfolds.
end with his sister, Mrs. J. D.
Alexander and Jane and David
Alexander, West Main street. The
group attended the Kentucky
Derby in Louisville Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Humphries
Also for Mother's Day Gifts, see our complete
and daughters. Ann and Rebecca,
line and make her happy with a Dress designed
were guests of Capt. and Mrs. J.
H. Spann, of Ft. Knox, last weekby Levine, Nelly Don, Peg Palmer, Doris Dodson.
end. They also attended the Kentucky Derby.
Mr. and Mrs. John S. HutchePurses, a box of Kentucky Cream Candy or for
son, Jr., and son, Chip, Highland
avenue, spent last weekend wth
home Imperial and Tiffiny Crystalwear, Pottery
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. M.
Linen, Lunch Cloths, Napkins, Towels, Pillow
Roach, Midway.,.
Mr. and Mrs. honald° Harper
Cases.
and son, Carlton Lee, of Detroit,
Mich., spent last weekend with
relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Davis,
-af Waterloo, Ia., are visiting relatives here this week.
Mrs. J. J. Coyle, Padwah, spent
Tueiday and Vedneitlay with
relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Klasser,
staff member of the Presbyterian
Mission of the Navajo Indians at
Ganado, Ariz., visited Mrs. Carrie
Morgan Hodges here this week.
Mrs. Dana Wood attended the
funeral of Mr. C. M. Young in
Allensville Sunday.
Miss Geneva Frazier, seaman
apprentice, USN, is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Erby Cruce, Dawson
road, enroute to San Diego, Calif.,
where she will be stationed.
Miss Dorothy Ann Davis is
spending today in Paducah.

Exseutor's Notice
A 1 1 persons having claims
against the estate of Mr. Luther
Holland, deceased, will present
them to me for payment on or before June 1, 1950, properly proven; and all persons knowing
themselves inciebted to the said
estate will please come forward
and pay their accounts.
Mainie—Mari-VEstaiiior
43-3tp

I
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DAWSON SPRINGS BATH HOUSE
Mineral Water Baths for
Malaria, Rheumatism, Neuritis, Arthritis and Inflametory Rheumatism.
B. R. ROBINETT, Prop.
Dawson Springs, Ky.
op ar Cnd

IMO--OM—

Headquarters
Fishing Tackle
Westline
Power Mowers

Graduation Gifts

Yes, REST matched sets are tops on
every point of value and wearability.
They're made of sturdy, Sanforized'
fabrics that wash and wear month
after month; they're trimly tailored to
give you neat good looks, pants come
in scientifically graduated sizes and
roomy shirts are dress-shirt tailored;
they're quality-made to give you the
most for your money! For value ...
wear. . . looks, your best boy is its
matched set by TESTI
Separate Pants
Separate Shirts
•Maximum alwinkop• 1%
I. your own

WEATHER BUREAU
with a

TEST

roe-Weather
nod lust 104 and 0 ,
1 01.
.
,h1b.4
COY TEST e•rweitt lot Itire.Stiti,

Sr. Leah t. KW.

$2.95
2.50
5.45

sers

!NHL'S
AIR STORE

whif

ts:io.y5tp;y

VASTLINE QUALITY
at fX7XVIEZY

0
;
5A.;'
'
srnit
r.:
1000-Hu
So Much For So Little!

195C WIZARD DELUXE
Washes 9
dry wt

lb.

Quiet, efficient! Com•
pare . . . for price,
quality, ease of operation. Rubber tires. 16"
cut. 5 sharp blades.
easily adjustable for
high or low cutting.
ONLY —

,v,21:

Deluxe buy of the dayt
Massive, gleaming tub.
Famous gentle-action
that gets dirtiest garments clean safely. Big
balloon rollers. Long-life
power unit. t12•33

For Boys...

Rubber-Covered

WE'RE HEADQUARTERS for
SEAT COVER VALUES

EXT. CORD

Wide choice of styles and materials
for all cars. Fade resistant.
Coupes I Sedans
As Low As & Coaches
Country Club: Quality
$10.95
fiber, snug fitting. 14110011.48.- $6.25
Clipper: Porous Weave
$8.95
$3.95
M1010•41
Plaids.
Also custom-tailored plastic. nylon or
fiber covers, Catalog Order.

Westline Rayon-Cord

NEOPRENE GARDEN NOSE

9 Ft. 49c

$2.95
25 ft
53:43
30 ft
'Fir better than rubber
In strength, durability.
,Resists• sun -checking.
weathering, oil rot! Reinforced with truck -tire
type rayon cord. X1104.5

Handy 3-way
t•P. Spring.

type prongs on
plug. Wic app.

STOP...
DANGEROUS
SPUDS on SLIPPERY CURVES
and STREETS!
1036 Automatic.
Curve Grippers go
Into action the in.
stud you curve,
or stop suddenly

It's "Western" for Savings on

BASEBALL-SOFTBALL NEEDS
85c
SOFTBALL
Horsehide. 01S30
SOFTBALL
BAT. Hard-

98c

Change to DAVIS
CURVE SAFETY

"City League"

BASEBALL
45c

IM 014"
SA1.1'S
w°°d
BA
MITT. "Rudy
York"! mu:
CLOVE. GenuBALL CAPS.
ine "Lou BouGabardine at
dreau"! Left or i
right. G13111. 2....'$4.65 satin. cul.s...,‘'"

gictu Caa
Make 914 cilappit 24a4t!

the Premium Safety Tire
2 Tires Only
$1.25 a week
t)
attn don
al Tat
6.00x16
Designed for speed and SAFETY,
sureand
swiftly
grip
these tires
ly where ordinary treads may
Big
too.
mileage
skid. Extra-long
trade in!

u1112353
Comfortoble

WIZARD SUPER
with fuli-Widtb frosty

$262.50

Know-s BestShe Wants

New 8-cu. ft. beauty that
stores 42 lbs of frozen food.
le-qt.. Ain-width crisper.

ELECTRIC
FOOD-MIXERS

7-Pc., 12-Pt.

maw SIT

TOT'S SEAT
$2.50

inapos .94
„Ki l5511/
pazaduza; lus
-math Isnli

Safety strap.
Durable fabric.
Strong folding
steel frame.

05

$29.95
Dohrmeyer Quality Food
Mixer and Juicer combined.
Helps cut kitchen hours in
half. A pleasing and lasting
gift.

On Easy Terms

WAFFLE
BAKERS

Trvefee• Magetel Radio
Rich $19.95
ivory Plastic.
tone. Excellent
s

reception. then.
$wim 'Walser" case—.

Twee*, FM-AM Itudie
Static-free FM reception; six tubes
& rectifier. Mahogany plastic. AC
tarn rams
only. env

WHY PAY
ass to i3w
ELECTRIC
TOASTER

$1.98

MAKES DELICIOUS GOLDEN
SROWN MAST 'IN A JIFFY,
MSS,

$26.75
Westinghouse Quality.
Large size. Four medium
sized waffles at one baking.
Just the thing for morning
snacks and lunches.

On Easy Terms
Humming
Mother's a thrifty shopper! That's why she slyer buys
Humming
you!
from
them
Bird stockings herself, why she'll love getting
them
Birds' exquisite beauty, dear colors and flawless fit made
that huge
"America's Most Called-For Stockings?' And
value
stocking
great
1.35—the
just
demand lowered the price to
clothes.
Spring
new
Mother's
anywhere! High-fashion colors for

PRINCETON SHOE CO.
inwei,earews4:

i60

JORDAN'S
Hopkinsville's Leading Home Furnishers

A Real Bargain?
ii ex. CLAW NAMMER
Drop•forged
75c
carbon Sa•et

WARD,* Supreme
AUTO HUDAK
Quart $2.20

Selected steel, sure-grip
claw. Hickory handle.
Double wedged for dependable service. meow

Renew yout eli'a Wall.
Dries quickly to peira•
nent gloss! Dirt frt.. It
non-lade colors. P401111

Thursday, may 1L 1
Pa9e Ei ht

Program Extended
To improve Cream

By David Taylor Marke
How can a parent stimulate his
child's interest in art? How can
be motivate creative ability in
junior? What materials are best
for a child?
These and a host of other questions recently were discussed at
the Museum of Modern Art in
New York by parents, teachers
and others interested in Your
Child and Art."
Discussing the types of materials children like to work with,
participants agreed that almost
any medium will do, if the child
is properly encouraged. Clay particularly seemed to give great
satisfaction in handling for the
child as well as producing quick

only,
plies to top-qua-MY butter
tighten(and a third reason is the
Feding of requirements by the
Administratireael. Food and Drug
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U. K. Alumni Dinner
Scheduled June 1
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The dropping of the oleomargarine tax on July 1 was given as
one reason for the need of cream
improvement. Another reason is
that government price support ap-

ple, a whole train and draw one
accordingly. But children, as a
rule, see details only. Thus, a
wheel might represent a whole
train.
Creative art stems from experience. Thus a parent should try to
give his child as many experiences as possible, many of them
totally unrelated to art. All of
these may eventually build on
each other and come out in the

art form.
A parent should make sure
there are colorful pictures and
good reproductions about the
house. Just having them around
often may give the inspiration
needed to draw. This ' doesn't
mean that a child should learn to
copy. In order to get him to deresults.
pend upon himself, get him interOne member of the ' audience ested in an object or painting insuggested the use of dough color- stead of in a book of quick tricks
Autin's shrimpfurters are put
ed with vegetable coloring which, on how to draw any one object.
in cellophane (a byproduct of
up
nt
after being worked by the child,
complime
It's a good idea to
Dixie cottonseed, incidentally),
can give added satisfaction and a child when he has done well,
either in long strings or in pound
further activity, by baking. An- but not to overdo it, said the parpackages of ten priced at 60
full
drawer
a
kept
mother
other
ticipants. A two-year-old can be
taking Tom- cents. They are red and look
of all kinds of scraps around the complimented fullsomely a n d DOUBLE TROUBLE FOR MOTHER: One day after
Jeanette just like hog dogs ,but the tangy
house — buttons, cloth, string, completely, but not a nine-year- my, three, to the hospital with a broken nose, Mrs. Eleanor
The taste is unmistakably highlyfeathers, etc., which her children old. He is more conscious of adult was right back with baby, Steve, at East Meadow, N. Y.
and needed a good dose of caster spiced shrimp.
could use at any time.
standards and will know when little fellow swallowed a tack
How -they get that way is, of
An important factor in working praise is artificial.
oil.(AP Wirephoto)
a trade secret. But the
course,
with materials is the manner in
like
doesn't
child
your
if
What
said, 'here you are packing meat Autins gladly hand out cooking
which mother or dad works along art? Should all children take art?
and we're catching shrimp out in recipes. According to them, the
with the 'child. Ann agreed that It all depends on what you mean
the Gulf of Mexico. Why don't "sea dog" is up to any of the old
the child merely should be shown by art, it was agreed. Some chilyou start packing shrimp?'
tricks as well as the new. If the
the materials and then left to dren, won't like paintirig. If they
fashion them in his own way. The don't, then it isn't art as far as
"So we did. We tried it out on a recipe. calls for meat, they say,
idea is not to impose adult stan- they are concerned. It's not imKiwanis luncheon held on a Fri- toss in a "sea dog". It it's fish,
dards on children. Of course, if portant that every child paint.
day. Everybody ate them and well, what do you think?
the child is puzzled, parents can Others might like to dance, to
A patent has been applied for,
liked them, except one man. He
advance several possible ideas. play music, to sing, to talk. All
said they looked too much like by the way. Lloyd says he did it
Often, after listening, the child these are art forms. Parents can
Houma, La. — Bite into a hot weiners not to be meat.
by long distance telephone when
will strike off on his own and help develop these, even though dog down here and chances are
"Next day he came around and the customers started queuing up
wind up with something entirely they have no talent themselves, you'll be munching shrimp in- ate one. He wound up buying 15 for more and "people up north"
different. But -at least he has by bringing out emotional exper- stead of meat.
got interested.
dozen."
learned to think for himself.
It's one Louisiana family's conience.
An adult's idea of creative
tribution to the deep south's hundrawing and that of a child are BIGGER OLIVES
ger for more industries—especialDixie's own reentirely different, said the group.
Davis, Call. — (AP)— The ly those that use
As adults we visualize, for exam- average olive in California prob- sources. They call it, temporarily,
a Weiner of chopably will be bigger if the tariff the "sea dog,"
FINE GRINDING
on imported olive oil is cut 50 ped shrimp, not meat.
Head of the family is Gibson
pet high results hi
per cent, as expected. Imported
who has been in
roe lc phosphate
oil would thus be better able to J. Autin, Sr.,
business here since
aad
compete with domestic oil, which the packing
Acadian foreFOUR LEAF
is usually pressed from olives 1915 and whose
among Louisana's
were
bears
canning.
for
small
too
POWDERED
d
considere
He is president
Size can be increased by thin- earliest settlers.
ROCK PHOSPHATE
Autin Packing Co., Inc., and
ning part of the growing crop on of the
was th.
Gibson, Jr., Arnold and
the trees, reports H. T. Hart- sons
the other officers.
mann, University of California Lloyd are
Already, the elder Autin sees
pomologist. He says trees with
light crops generally produce two bright possibilities in his
fairly large fruit, while those new-type Franks—another outlet
Insistupon finely
with heavy crops yield a high for Louisiana's shrimp catch and
ground, disintee of olives too small for a chance for 'housewives to vary
percentag
grated, FOUR
the menu on fast days.
LEAF POWDERED
canning.
ROCK PHOSThat last item is pretty imporPHATE for best
An estimated 104 million ani- tant in this area, where Catholics
first year and lasting esults.Contact
mal hides and skins from all cor- predominate and may not eat
your dealer today!
ners of the world will be requir- meat on Fridays and other fast
MIA hlynsGsts Allured
ed in 1950 to meet America's de- days during the year. It was on
E. F. ORDWAY
mand for shoes and leather soles. just such a day the "sea dog"
FREDONIA, KY.
The first mechanical refrigera- was launched.
Phone 9-J and 9-W
tor was patented in 1856, but elecLet Lloyd Autin tell the tale:
tricity was not applied until afMONSON PWOSPNATI COMPANY
"A fellow came to use an d
407 $oo\ 1116.410.6•4 St.. Maio S. IN.
America's newest, handiest
ter 1890.
refrigerator! Eye-level,fullwidth freezer! Door carp
down for use as loading
shelf-saves steps! Space
for 32 pounds of frozen
storage! Coldpack for fresh
meats-Crisper Drawer for
fresh vegetables. And big
room-temperature storage
bin below!

Hot Dogs Now Have
Competition From
The New Sea Dogs

HALE'S GARAGE
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Sunday afternoon.

WILLIE JOHNSON, Experienced Mechanic
GENERAL OVERHAUL

ey

TRUCK, TRACTOR, CA Fe

WILLIS DOBBINS, Jr., Salesman
GASOLINE, OIL TIRES, GREASE,
Best Wash Job In Town.
Armour's Fer
Meacham's
Section
Implem
American
Fence
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Blue Ston
Sheep Sheari
Sh
Dr.
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Pressure
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HA
Whatever freezer arrangement you want your new refrig•
erator to have—the full-width, the full-length, the sick
freezer—NORGE has it! And we have it at LOW, LOW
PRICES. Come in. Look 'em over. See for yourself.

Tenth and V

Mother's Day
May 14th. ,

$149.95

Potted Plants in full bloom - - beautiful.
Hydrangeas, Geraniums,
Begonias - - - others.
Mother's Day Special, that now
famous mixed plant box that has
been pleasing mothers for years,
grown and arranged in our own
greenhouse. Full of plants that
bloom and bloom.

rioNE tSU
MAKE YOUR SELECTION EARLY

SIDE
FREEZER
YOU have to take the wheel
yourself to know Ford's
quiet, power and quality.
You have to hear Ford's
"sound-conditioned" quiet,
feel Ford's V-8 power, and
relax in the comfort of
Ford's "Mid Ship" Ride to
believe so little money will
buy you such a really fine
car!(And its quality keeps
upkeep down, resale high.)

Full-length freezer provides for 35 pounds ... yes,
35 . .. of frozen storage!
And there's more than 16
square feet of convenient
shelf storage. Roomy dry,
storage bin, too. Equippeal
with famous NORGE Sells
D-Froster System/

issaLY

$299.95
Amazing refrigerator capacity for such low costjust can't be matched! Lots of adjustable shelf space
PLUS side-freezer space for 17 pounds of frozen
storage-PLUS big Coldpeck for fresh meats and
fish-PLUS large Crisper Drawer for fresh Tegerabies. Biggest news a budget ever heard!

$189.95

Feel the difference
at your

FORD DEALER'S
_RANDOLPII
MOTORS
PHONE MOM

Sam McConnell, Owner
128 E. Main Stieet
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DAWSON ROAD

REEZER

Cut Flowers and corsages, all
the favorites.

City, a

er

fat-WIDTH

This is Mother's own day. Make
her happy with her favorite gift
flowers.

,
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Phone 3726

SEE T/HE FEATURES OF AMERICA'S F!NEST HOME APPLIANCES
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•n Wigginton, Detroit, and Mr. and Mrs. John Thompson
heiliirelTiTIFfrintv mere-tii•rirrer-stseists-of—Revr-•
Mrs. Ray Wigginton Sunday.
ay Wigginton.
Mrs. Neil Hunley left Frida
uests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr
er Sunday were Mr, for a visit with her parents,
. R. Perryman a n d and Mrs. Gullett of West Liberty
Betty Joe, Gletylale, Ky.
Miss Mary Louise Turley, Glen
nd Mrs. John Brasher
ter, Marilyn, Gary, dale, spent the weekend with he
d Mrs. Gray Brasher parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Tur
er, Connie, Princeton; ley.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Fuller
1. Oliver Brasher arid
inda, and Mrs. Jimmy Madisonville, visited his mother
Calvert City, and Mrs. Mrs. Amble Fuller Sunday after
asher a n d Donald noon. Mrs. Fuller accompani
them home where she will vial
ces Young and Mr. Al- for a few days.
Lexington, spent the
Honoring the birthdate of Mis
ith her parents, Mr. Nelle Guess of Crider the follow
. M. Young.
ing visited h e r Tuesday after
y Wilson has returned noon: Mrs. W. M. Young, Mrs
, Fla., after a visit Florence Parr, Mrs. Grace Loyd
ther, J„ A. Wilson, and Mrs. Byrd Guess, Mrs. Kelly Lan
des and Miss Imogene Wigginton
Lily Wilson.
Mrs. Bradley Henson under
e Barnes remains in a
clition at the Princeton went surgery at t h e Riversid
Hospital in Paducah Frida
Mrs. Dewey Cart- morning.
Mr. Warren Maxwell and Mr
vansville, spent the
•ith her parents, Mr. Jackson of Franklin,,Ohio4 passe
through here Sunday enrout
. 0: Wigginton.
trs. B. E. Andrews and home after spending several day
of Nashville, were vis- last week at Kentucky Lake.
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dor
. and Mrs. T. R. AkYoung spent the ateek•nd i
ay afternoon.
Mrs. S. G. Wigginton, Clarksville, Tenn., visiting 'Mrs
rs. Dewey Cartwright Ben Sory.

ACTOR, CAR.

lesman
SE,
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MON. THRU SAT.

Spring Farm
Supplies
mour's Fertilizer -- Cumberland Fertilizer

Section Harrows -- Breaking Plows
Implement Repairs -- Plow Gear
American Wire Fence -- Barb Wire
Fence Stretchers -- Hole Diggers
FERMATE FOR PLANT BEDS
Blue Stone -- Lime -- Arsenate of Lead
- p Shearing Machines, Blades and Combs
Sheep Dip -- Salt Blocks
Dr. Legear's Stock Remedies
Livestock Spray -- Fly Spray Guns
Pressure Sprayers -- Barrel Sprayers
Galvanized Spinklers -- Dust Sprayers
HARNESS REPAIR WORK
When In Hopkinsville

ant your new refrip
full-length, the side
ye it at LOW, LOW
for yourself.

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and anwitions of theme
who made up the populsce of Princeton and Caldwell counity almost
Ur,-ago recorded-ntrwitere-but-trr thir-ye1lowed--f4lee-o4-4este•A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters. shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
The following article from the who is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Twice-A-Week Leader, August 25, W. B. Terry, Miss James, daughter of Edgar James, U. S. Marshal,
1914, was contributed to The
Louisville, visiting Mrs. G. R.
Princeton Leader by Mrs. Henri- Newman, Mrs. Wilson, or Housetta Young, diwod of the late R. E. ton, Texas, .visiting her mother,
Mrs. P. F. Young, Mrs. Williams,
Young.
of :Nashville, visiting her sister,
BRILLIANT
Mrs. Arthur Hollingsworth, Miss
SOCIAL AFFAIR GIVEN BY Anna May Dorr, of Louisville,
Mrs. Eugene Young At
who is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Sallie Dorr. The home guests
Henrietta Hotel
One of the most enjoyable af- were: Mesdames Landrum, W. T.
fairs ever given in Princeton was Baker, Radford, Akin, Eblen,
the mid-summer entertainment Kaufman, Gus Baker, Cash, Metgiven by Mrs. Eugene Young, at calfe, Lafoe, Ray Baker, Terry,
the Hotel Henrietta ore Friday Gates, Wilkes Hopewell, J. T. Akevening, Aug. 21. The parlor, lob- ins, Guess, E. M. Johnson, Pitzer,
by and dining room MSS beauti- Brewer, Hollingsworth, Raymond
fully decorated with vases of cut Wallace, Barber, Koltinaky, Lisflowers, and banks of ferns, ivy anby, Dorr, McLin, R. C. Stevens,
and bloom of gorgeous coloring Buttermore, Newman, Fletcher,
everywhere. Mrs. W. T. Baker and Groom, Thomas, L. Kevil, Neel,
a bevy of pretty girls assisted the Blacklock, Vinson, Wynne, Misses
hostess, and the guests with their Georgia Pasteur, Lula White, Dale
grace and beauty and elegant Johnson, Hattie Young, Mabel and
evening gowns added the toning Ophelia Hopewell, Amanda Akin,
REVEAL ELOPEMENT: Justin Dart, Jr., 19, polio-crippled heir touch to the enchanting scene. Viola Radford, Margaret Gresham,
to some of the world's largest drug fortunes, and Suzanne Sloan, Miss Amanda Akin in her own Mayme Baker.
17-year-old high school girl, are pictured after their elopement to sweet way, refreshed each one
Arizona last August was revealed last week in Santa Monica, from the punch bowl. After the California Leads In
Calif. The bride told the secret while delirious after an automobile reception miscellaneous games Fruits And Vegetables
accident. Dart is part heir to the Liggett and Walgreen durg for- were played for an hour, punch
Berkeley — (AP) — Nearly
tunes. His father is president of Rexall Drug Co. (AP Wire- being served during the time.
one-third of all cash received by
first
the
won
Guess
photo)
Mrs. Matt
American farmers for fresh fruits
prize, Mrs. Groom the consolaand vegetables goes to the CaliMrs. Jennie Brasher was retion and Mrs. Garrett the visitor's
fornia farmer, reports Sydney
moved from Jennie Stuart Hosprize. In the girls drawing conBoos, University of California
pital, Hopkinsville, last week to
test Miss Mabel Hopewell got the
the home of her son, Cecil Brashprize,and each of the others were economist.
er and Mrs. Brasher, where she
Almost 3,500,000 tons of fresh
given a souvenir. A delicious
is convalescing after a major oplunch was served—ice water, fruits, nuts, and vegetables are
Mabry
A
IL
By
eration.
fruit salad, Neapolitan cream and produced in the state yearly, he
notes. About 12 per cent of CaliMr. and Mrs. Roy Ashby were
cake and mints.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and Prepared by Glynn E. William, Those present were: Mrs. Gar- fornia's total crop land, and about
20 per cent of its irrigated land,
Mrs. E. C. Harwood in MorganDairy Section, College of Agri- rett, wife of R. D. Garrett, Nationis used for this purpose.
field.
culture and Home Economics, al Bank Examiner, Danville, KY-,
Mrs. Osborne, wife of Ex-GoverMr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lowry
University of Kentucky.
The U. S. Department of Agriand sons, Wayne and Donald, and
The Kentucky Artificial Breed- nor Osborne, now Assistant Sec- culture reports a trend among
Leaman Lowry, Evansville, were ing Association is continually im- retary of State, Washington, D, low-income families toward eatguests of Mrs. Belle Lowry Sun- proving the quality of bill's it C., visiting their mother, Mrs. ing more meat, poultry, fish and
John Smith, Mrs. Grayot, wife of eggs.
day.
has in service.
Hon. Tho. L. Grayot, CommonMr. and Mrs. John Brasher and
You cannot tell how good a bull
Attorney, of Smithland,
daughter. Marilyn, of Gary, Ind., is by his looks, nor by how many wealth's
spent the weekend with her dollars 'he sold for. Neither can Jerseys, 8,597 pounds of milk, 480 I
brother, Cecil Brasher and Mrs. his worth be based on whether Pounds of butterfat; 4 Holsteins,
Brasher.
he is out of a world's record cow, 12,998 pounds of milk, 480 pounds
Mr. and Mrs. tilen Rogers and nor whether he was imported, of butterfat; 3 Guernseys, 10,501
daughters, Sharon and Phyllis nor on the amount of money he pounds of milk, 509 pounds of
Ray, were guests of her parents, won in the show-ring. The best butterfat.
Dairymen in the state are in
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Holman, of means of determining how good
a bull may be, is to compare his general greatly pleased with the
Repton, over the weekend.
Rev. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton daughters with their dams. If they quality of the calves being sired
and son, David, returned from a are more desirable individuals— by these bulls, it is reported.
visit to relatives and friends in large, straighter, stronger, posDetroit Wednesday of last week. sessing more breed type and
Mr. Mitt Yandell and Mrs. J. C. character, and even more imporWilson, Marion, visited Mrs. Jen- tant, if they produce more milk
nie Brasher at the home of her and butter-fat than their dams,
Lawsuits cost everyson, Cecil Brasher, Saturday af- the sire is a good bull and can be
listed as a good proved or tested
body money. There
ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ashby were sire.
are two ways of stayAt the present time there are
guests of Mr. a n d Mrs. Orlin
ing out of them. Drive
Newsom of the Friendship com- 13 proved sires in service at the
carefully and get the
bull stud near St. Matthews.
muni4 Monday afternoon.
most complete AutoDonald Brasher and J. B. These 13 bulls have an average
mobile Liability coverQuertermous attended the Derby equal-parent index indicating that
they are transmitting inheritance
in Louisville Saturday.
a g e by getting it
Eddie Melton. son of Mr. and at the level of 10,240 pounds of
us.
through
Mrs. Russell Melton, suffered a milk and 486 pounds,of butterfat.
severe head injury Wednesday Of the three breeds represented
(Jersey, Guernsey, and Holsteins)
from a fall.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Tay- their indexes ate as follows: 6
lor, Evansville ,spent the weekcah, filled the pulpit at the First
end with her parents. Mr. and
WEST MAUS? S? '
Presbyterian church Sunda y
Bennett.
H.
Ivan
Mrs.
night.
Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Coleman
attended the funeral of her stepfather, Sam Helck, in Grayville,
Ill., Wednesday.
Rev. Harry E. Flowers, Padu-

County Agent's
Column

-acham's and Broadbent's Hybrid Corn

(Ace!
RGE
L3

The U. S. Bureau of Land Management says about 116,000 acres
of public land is unaurveyed in
continental U. S.
A hawk high in the air has
such unusual sight that it can detect-a issonee-M-41m-freeth ---,Agriculturists say grass is the
only crop that can be grown on
most of the land in arid Dtah.
Peavies and pike poles are used
by loggers to move logs,

Visit

FIRE
INSURANCE
__CALL MU
MARK CUNNINGHAM, AO
Comploto Insuranca service
111 W. Market St.

Our Top-Notch Mule-Hide
ROOFING
MATERIALS

LONG LASTING

ROOFING
TO RECOVERTHAT
OLD ROOF

220 lb. Corduroy,
bndle.
210 lb. Thickbett,
bndle.
167 lb. Hexagon,
bndle.
90 lb. roll
65 lb. roll
56 lb. roll
45 lb. roll

$2.50
2 33
2.67
3.35
3.00
2.65
2.15

Terms
Arranged

Leaks Mean Costly Damage
MATERIALS SUPPLIED

MARK CUNNINGHAM

WAR! CO.
HARD(Incorporated)

-LENGTH
EEZER

enth

and alrginist Sts.
HOPKINS'VILLE

Phone 332

The Ashland Oil & Refining Company is happy to announce that it has constructed a New and Modern Bulk
Plant at Fredonia, in the heart of Caldwell and Crittenden Counties.

Whether
He's

And Has Appointed

GIFTS

Frank Riley

For The Sweet
Girl Graduate

of Fredonia

Commission Agent
for this

HOSE

Great Trade Area

By

Archer and Bell Sharmeere

REAL BOY SCUFFING? Our
Brand Shoes resist the scuffinsest boy!Star Brand, you know,
is made with extra reinforcements
in vital parts. Which means extra
strength, looser wear.
SUNDAY-BEST LOOKS? The
styles are smart ... the leathers
are fine quality ... they'll keep
their good looks longer. You'll
get the value you aspect from Star
Brand children's shoes.

Star

GLOVES
By Hansen,

All Nylon, Light Summer Shades.

SPECIAL
PRICE

Boy's Oxfords

PURSES —
Beautiful Light and Dark Shades
•

RAND Quality

$4.95

ASHLAND FLYING OCtANES
That modern catalytic-fortified gasoline that's always season-right. The
same giant cracking towers, the same tatalysts that produced 100-octane
aviation gasoline during the war, now bring to your car this high-powered
high-octane gasoline. Fill up at an ASHLAND STATION with ASHLAND
FLYING OCTANES and get true skyway performance on the highway.
Ashland Motor Oils and Lubricants are of the same high quality as the
gasolines.
-- THE FREDONIA TELEPHONE -•
NUMBER IS

Plain -- Cap or Moccasin Toe
We Cordially Invite Yoe To Call Fredonia 68 for prompt
service and High Quality Petroleum Products.

OSMETICS —
By Marie Barker
Beautiful Selection of Dresses - - Voiles, Dotted Swiss, Linens and Cotton.
•Lingerie, Blouses, Slips --

Ladia Store
The Exclusive
Hopkinsville

A complete and full line of Petroleum Products for
Service Statism, Fluorspar Mines. Rock Quarries, In
dustry. Truolts and Farm Equipment.

Homemakers News

Soil Conservation
District.News
By Oliver C. AlIcock
Ellis Johnston, member of the
Butler Chapter of Future Farmers of America and president of
West Kentucky Federation of
FFA, staked out contour guide
lines for his corn and tobacco high
school Agricultural projects this
week. He was assisted by his instructor, Mr. James Maddox, and
me.
Young Johnson also changed
the location of his tobacco patch
to aid in soil conservation. These
practices will increase the yields
of corn and tobacco as well as
help ctinserve the soil this year.
• • •
Farmers making soil conservation farm plans in cooperation
with the district during April
were H. K. Williams of the Crider community, W. E. McCaslin
of the Princeton community,
Floyd E. Jones of the Fredonia
community, Otho .Gresham and
W. J. Batton of the Otter Pond
community, Edwin B. Ray of the
Enon community, and Lewis
Gray of the Eddy Creek community.
• • •
Mr. James Maddox, teacher of
Vocational Agriculture at Butler
High School, took members of the
Junior and Senior Agriculture
class on a field trip this week
so they could get practice in
staking out contour guide lines. A
simple farm level, equipped with
home made sights, was used for

ARTHRITIC, PliFIlmATIC VICTIMS
Now Offe-:?. rte., Longer Lasting
Relief Frca D::2-Seated Pains
Amazing new "Film-Coated" tablet
does not have toxic. useless action in
stomach. Pain-relieving medicine is
carried to intestine. Strikes directly
at etironic, deep-seated pain and
selffnese, through blood stream. Reduces uric acid and speeds soothing,
simipesic action to all pain wracked
and Joints. New "Filmcommand, caned Ar-PanRt. is available at

at

CORNER DRUG STORE

GARDEN
Gardner, Kent
s. Agriculture a
ege 0f
0.,•,•••

Schedule

ber

May 11. 1:30 tm., Ittvisoq
Council, county court room.
May 11, 7:30 p.m., Lakewood,
Mrs. Roy Rowland, Jr.
May 12, 1:30 p.m., Eddyville
Road, Mrs. G. 11. Griffin, hostess.
May 12, 7:30 p.m., Sandlick
Road and Cedar Bluff, Sandlick
Road Club House.
May 16, 2:00 p. m., Otter Pond,
Mrs. Raymond Stroube and Mrs.
Albert Hartigan, hostesses.
May 17, 2:00 p.m., Crider, Mrs.
Floyd Dunbar, hostess.
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Training School

v Clifford
EN S TAER SUS CAVE OWE LER&
Bush, (left) answers the questions of census enumerator Harold
D. Smith, of Phillipsburg, N. J., while Mrs. Bush, 69, calmly smokes
her pipe in the apple storage den in which they live at Montana,
Harmony township, N. J., 10 miles from the center of Easton, Pa.
(AP Wirephoto)
the purpose.
• • •
Hugh McGowan of the Pleasant
Grove community has constructed
an open ditch on his 174 acre
farm. The ditch was constructed
with sloping banks with a bulldozer. The banks are to be seeded with grass and legumes to
prevent erosion.
"I like sloping banks because
they can be kept clean with a
mower," Mr. McGowan said.
The sloping of banks and
straightening of another ditch
was delayed because the ground
was too wet for the equipment.
• • •
The local soil conservation district' has received a level which
can be mounted on a tractor for
use in contour farming. This instrument will enable the farmer
to know how to drive to keep

FOR SALE!
A 5-room dwelling and bath, at the corner of
North Darby and Rose Streets, which is near Butler High School. This is a real bargain at $4750.
1 nice 4-room dwelling and bath, near Butler
High School, has a large lot all fenced and a
large garage. Priced to sell at $6500.00.
We have several other houses and lots and farms
for sale.

C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY.
Established 1997 — Phone 2441

Princeton, Kentucky

Program Outlined For
Keeping Cattle Healthy
A 9-point program to help farmers keep their cattle thriving on
pasture this season was issued today by the American Foundation
for Animal Health.
The Foundation's checklist for
farmers stressed these points:
I. Don't let animals gorge
themselves on lush, young pastures. Guard against bloat and
grass tetany by making the animals change to green feed gradually.
2. Inspect the herd once a week
for evidence of pink-eye. Remove
any animals with eye trouble to
a darkened stall, and get an immediate diagnosis of the trouble.
3. In blackleg areas, have all
calves vaccinated against the disease.
4. Protect the herd against flies
by spraying with an approved insecticide.
5. Examine pastures periodically for the presence of poisonous
plants.
6. Check the herd regularly for
farm operations on the level.
"This kind of level will save
time and help get more acres
worked on the contour", W. P.
Oldham, chairman of the Caldwell County District Supervisors,
said today.
•
While attending a Soil Conservation Service meeting at Bowling Green last week, Maurice
Humphrey and I visited the 560
acre Daskel Borders Farm.
The fertilizer program for this
farm includes a fertilizer that
furnishes twenty (20) minor elements. Last year Mr. Borders reported a yield of 9 tons of alfalfa hay per acre. Mr. Borders is
a cooperator of the Warren
County Soil Conservation District.

Flowers and growing plants
when carefully chosen and arranged add much to the freshness
and charm of a room,stated Home
Agent Wilma Wandiver to the
leaders of the Homemakers who
attended the training tchool at
t h e Saldlick Homemakers Club
House May 3.
The "Use of Flowers in the
Home" will be the subject of The
major lesson in all clubs during
May. Homemakers were urged to
bring flowers and vases for arrangements at each club meeting.
Leaders present were: Mrs. Jerry Holloway, Mrs. E. W. Lamb,
Mrs. Argel Nelson, Mrs. Raymond
Phelps, Mrs. Fred Nichols, Mrs.
Ray Ward, Mrs. D. W. Satterfield,
Mrs. Pepper Jones, Mrs. Gordon
Lisanby, Mrs. W. H. McElroy,
Mrs. Lila Blackburn, Mrs. Richard
Rowland, Mrs. Dema Watson, Mrs.
Pat Tyrie, Mrs. Walton Woodall,
Mrs. Russell H. Yates, Mrs. Leon
Cummins, Mrs. B. L. Paris, Mrs.
S. J. Lowry, Mr. Tillie Pickering,
Mrs. Clay Scott, Mrs. Homer
Mitchell, and Mrs. Ray Martin.
wounds through which parasites
and disease germs may enter.
7. If suspected cases of lump
Jaw develop, get the affected animals off pasture and away from
the rest of the herd. Have them
treated promptly, before the condition gets worse.
8. When calves are unthrifty,
suspect the presence of parasites.
The parasite danger is especially
great on old pastures and community pastures.
9. Bovine tuberculosis is still a
problem, and cattle should be
tested periodically for it, as well
as for brucellosis.
Birds killed by fowl cholera
should be burned or buried so
rats or other animals will not
spread the disease organisms.
The National Geographic Society says China paid tribute to Tibet
for about 1,000 years, until the
18th century.
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HAND PAINTED

.NYLON TIES

DRESS SHIRTS

Made in
California
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Solids
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Gift
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GABARDINESUITS
PANTIES
Don't Miss This One $10
SPECIAL-LUGGAGE-PURCHASE
WHITE AND PASTEL

RAYON TRICOKNIT

Sizes 10 to 20

Most exciting Range

We
hone 3698

NEW G-E "SPEEDSTER"—AUTOMATIC G-E
' SPEED COOKING" WITH PUSH BUTTONS

BEFORE You BUY
ANY CAR

SPEEDSTER RANGE

•A "Test Drive" and you'll know
how it feels to be king of the
highway.

WITH PUSH BUTTONS
Of cow's*,

elodrici

Push a button—and you get the exact cooking speed
you want! Set the oven timer—and your dinner cooks
itself!
Here's electric cooking at its finest, all wrapped
up in the beautiful, new 1950 General Electric
"Speedster" Range. The price?—much, much lower
than you'd expect fora range that gives you so much!

• rUSINIUTTON COMMOUI
• AUTOMATIC OV1N MARI
• INUCII TRIM-OVINI

See it today! Come in any time! We'll be happy
to give you a fascinating demonstration!

•smt-CluAIN II.WT COOKIIII

A

cosansrI

•swan CAIRO** MUTING UNITS!
•sown. RAMAN.' UNTTI

MN' 01 041 *8/1/10-00081811'

For you'll feel the power of Ford's
new "hushed" V-8... you'll feel
the comfort of Ford's "Mid Ship"
Ride... you'll relax in the quiet
of Ford's sound-conditioned
"Lifeguard" Body.
And, for all its quality, you'll find
Ford's the economy car of the
low-price field.

Extensions i

Men's Brown Vinyl Plastic
Two Suiters
NOT JUST LOW BUT
ROCK BOTTOM AT:
Matching 21" Companion Case

GENUINE TOP GRAIN COWHIDE!
TWO 8UffER

2975'(`An
CII)Z.l NTO'N
CASE

S. Seminary
Ilarthorized dialer

GENERAL.ELECTRIC
RANGES

FORD DEALER

RANDOLPH
MOTORS
PRONE 5424

995
$14.75

2475

Simulated Rawhide Pyroxylin
Coated (Cherry Cowhide Bound)
21" Weekend Case
26" Pullman Case
21" Wardrobe Case
13" Train Case

$ 7.90
$11.75
$14.75
$ 7.90

(All Prices plus tb%

Penney's has gone all out in purchasing one of the
country's leading Manufacturer's Entire Output of Nationally Advertised Luggage and offering it
now at for below regular market prices.
BUY NOW AND SAVE!

telephone se
within easier
Extensiions
creme your
klcled proter

Pa e Eleven

Princeton, Caldwell Coun ,Kentuck

'Cripple-Tongue'
Children Learn
How To Speak

GARDE

. Gardner, Kentucky
of Agriculture and
EcOnomics
,-m....••••,;••.•,•••••••••••••••
ed Cucumber Beetle
,st drawback to grow-

By Frank K. Tiffany
Wichiliclahr=lt Tools
melons is the striped
housing development—neat a n d
the worst of it is that
new—but it's a $2,000,000 chilit does may not show
dren's village dedicated to boys
th to six weeks later.
and girls "tragically crippled in
n "pickles wilt and
the tongue."
tiite too late to do anyIn 160 apartments children
t it.
from 28 states and four foreign
age starts when the
countries are learning to talk.
ings break through.
Through speech they'll have
over-wintered adult
access, to normal life—and w
the soil cracks, lays
chance to earn their way.
dies. From the eggs
Aphasia—caused by brain insie ("worms") that
jury—which automatically lowits, killing some plants
ers earning power 35 per cent;
t some not until fruitcerebal palsy—requiring much
the
arts. Sometimes
physical therapy; these are the
s until the picking
speech foes they're combating.
at its peak, quitting
In 'many cases learning to speak
s from wilt. But this COMFORTS LAD STUCK IN BARREL: 1)(r s . Lois Anderson reqnires. extensive retraining of
comforts her seven-year-old son, Jimmy as he waits for 0 fire brain paths and muscles, harmed
spread by the striped
department rescue squad to extricate him from a barrel into which by disease or deficient at birth.
he became wedged at Long Beach, Calif. They managed to pry
in controlling this
This speech-training is expenhim out with no damage except a couple of skinned knees. (AP sive--but in its new center here on
o-fold, to make the
2N
....
1
2hoto)
their distance or, if
what was once a 40-acre corn
creed in laying their
field, the non-profit Institute of
AT JENNIE STUART
Logopedics, I n c., confidently
Mrs. Edwin Chambliss, Route tackles the challenge.
2, was under treatment at Jennie
The institute's not alone In the
gardens with only a
Stuart Hospital, Hopkinsville, field. But as Dr.' Martin F. Palto protect, the SS per
several days last week,
mer, its director, puts it—"If the
one dust used for garchildren in the United States who
control generally, is
ord
at
the
local
club
and
serves
By Henry F. Soltys
cannot talk or hear all lived in
use, but where plant.
Northampton, Mass. — A Mas- as assistant pro. He was coached one places it would take a large
more extensive, there
in
his
early
career
by
another
eaper dusts: three per sachusetts mite of 23—already a brother, Jack, as well as Ben. His city to house them. There are at
and five per cent veteran of 20 years on the links— twin brother Tommy also is a pro- least 2,000,000 U. S. children seris out to make his mark in pro
iously handciapped by speech diflor.
ficient golfer.
golfing circles.
ficulties."
edule for using is the
While in high school. Toski won
The American Speech a n d
Bobby Toski of Haydenville,
ll three, starting when
one Western Massachusetts school•edling comes, dusting who weighs only 123 pounds and boy tomeney and finished second Hearing Association—of which
or 5 days, then giving who began playing golf at the age in another. The young golfer went Dr. Palmer is a director and past
•, 10 days apart, always of three, placed among the money into the Army after he was president—estimates the nation
die of the hill. A dust winners in four tourneys on the graduated from high school and needs 20,000 trained logopedists,
be used, or a sack of winter tour, and recently won the was stationed in the China-Bur- yet has less than 1,000 with aderial or a sieve made of pro-amateur event of the Cava- ma-India theater. There he won quate training.
Dr. Palmer and his equally enhe calm of the evening lier Specialists tourney in Vir- All-American tournament at Calergetic, attractive wife founded
t time to dust, as the ginia Beach, Va.
cutta and gained' the semi-final the institute here—in the nation's
The youngster hits a long ball
the dew tends to make
round of the All-India amateur geographic center-16 years ago.
despite his tiny stature and pro
ick.
event. In 1945 he played with a
They set to work determinedly
veterans
like
Lawson
Little,
Samdusts named above are
service team which finished sec- on a triple-fold task—to train
my
Snead,
Ben
Hogan
and
Jim
nd, and in some localiond in the All-Army champion- speech-handicapped youngsters to
come combined with 6 Demaret rate his a real comer.
ship at Louisville, Ky. \
use the words you and I take as a
Toski got his early golf start
f one of the "copper".
After his discharge, he was matter of course; to train others
r of this combination when his brother Ben, then local signed as assistant pro at the club to teach such children; and to
e measure effective golf professional, cut down some here. His brother Jack is the pro. round up the funds constantly
wny mildew, a "wet regular-sized clubs and began in- Last July he won the New Eng- necessary to defray the cost.
disease, making the use structing him in fundamentals. land pro-amateur tourney, teamGradually they built up a loyal,
bined dust sometimes When Bobby was five he gave a ing up with Ray Roberts of South hard-workint staff. It now numputting
exhibition
before
a
galrthwhile.
Hadley and Ken Paul of Worth- bers slightly over 100. Quarters
lery of Kiwanis members.
ington to score a nine-under near Wichita's municipal univerader Cla
1
e course rec- par 131.
sity—with which the Institut?
He also notched the only hole- works in its logopedist training
in-one ever made in Massachu- program—were occupied, remodsetts Open play when he aced the eled, outgrsvsn.
18th at the Wachusetts Country
Late last year the new, landClub last June. Later, he teamed scaped "children's village" and rewith brother Jack to take second search center was opened to an
expanded program.
It is estimated that 1,500,000,000
The institute — an affiliated
baby chicks are hatched annually clinics' in a dozen other cities —
in the United States, the majoety already have given speech-correcof them in spring.
tive training to more than 10,000
young "grads." Those clinics —
he Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
often staffed or supervised by
ur dead stock promptly, free of charge
/1101.111.11.1111111111111111M. institute-trained workers—are at
Cockeysville, Md., Bedford, N. Y.,
on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
Bartlesville, Okla., and at McPherson Hays, Garden City, Kan. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
sas City, Lawrence, Topeka, Emporia, Manhattan and Pittsburg,
in Kansas.
Your
Children here live three in an
Headquarters
apartment, with a housemother—
often the mother of one of the
For
children, helping thus to pay for
We pay all phone charges.
her own child's trainirg.
e 3698
Princeton, Ky.
Operating
without profit —
Hopkinsville Rd.
Phone 3226 training many children whose
parents can pay only a small part
Princeton, Ky.
11101011=111=11111111 of the cost—the institute leans
heavily on endowments, large and
small,Dr. Palmer says it's opeseing now on a $500,000 annual
budget. He adds:
"It would take $1,500,000 yearly to run at full capacity. We
could train 560 youngsters a year
compared with the 267 now being

cra`' t°P's°11 A little Guy With
Big Golfing Ideas

H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

SURE A8 TAXES
Chicago -- (AP) — Although
the size of the 'crowds at horse
race 'tracks has dropped off a bit,
the "take" of state tax collectors
is holding up pretty well, The
Federation of Tax Administrators
reports:
Attendance at the U. S. tracks
LAI year was 22.591,421 compared
with 23,853,807 in 1948. Revenue
to the states from pari-mutuel
betting totaled $95,658,829 last
year compared with $95,803,364
in 1948.

Mrs. Rose Storms, who has
been ill of bronichal pneumonia,
IS able to be up some.
Mr. Oscar Storms suffered
greatly with asthma, but is much
better.
_Antal_ women .0_1,11.1.1
munity deserve special mention,
we think, for the many services
which they render, such as waiting on the sick ones, taking them
to doctors, giving shots and many
other things. They are Mesdames
Carl Rogers, Estill Ladd, Press
Because of the many tasks to be
Lilly and Clint Ladd.
performed it takes a staff of 74
Mr. John Keller, who is ill, is to produce an average variety
being missed .at church. His con- hour on television.
dition is improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd and era, Mrs.
DilMrs. Zora Wilson visited Mr. and lingham.
Mrs. Claude Lindsey at ProviRoyce and Billy Ladd spent
dence recently.
several days with Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Rose Staten, of Evansville, Clint Ladd and Mrs. Zora Wilson
Rev. Walter Dewese and family, last week.
'of Franklin, Rev. G. C. Meadows
The Aaron Rogers recently enand family, of Bowling Green, joyed a, fish fry at the Leslie
Mr. Claud Storms and family re- Ladd's, Cedar Bluff.
cently visited Mr. McGowan -and
The Wallace Oden family refamily.
cently visited Charles Haile and '
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Haile, hussy.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Rogers reMiss Verla Farris and Mrs.
cently visited Mr. and Mrs. Way- Ralph Haile visited the Aldridge
COOPER "LOSES HIS HEAD": Walker Cooper, Cincinnati Reds Ion Rogers.
family recently.
catcher, appears headless in this home plate action in the 9th innMrs. 0. V. Martin, of Louisville,
Mrs. Alice Ladd recently visited
ing of Reds-Brave game at Cincinnati, Ohio, last week. Willard Mr. and Mrs. Denzil Crowe and Mrs. Annie Menser, of Friendship.
Marshall, Boston outfielder, shoves with both hands to get Cooper Paul, of Hopkinsville, recently
The Claude Storms and Mcoff the plate as the ball bounces away (bottom center). Play came visited Mr. a n d Mrs. Ratliff Gowans, the R. W. Wyatt family,
when Marshall came in from third and the throw 'from Brady Rogers.
the Bill Adams family and Leon
Hatton hit him, then the ball bounced into and out of Cooper's
Misses Barbara Burton and Wyatt family of Friendship at(AP
Wirephoto)
glove. Braves won 12-6.
Robbie Storms recently visited tended services by the Revs. DeMr. and Mrs. Waylon Rogers.
wese and Meadows at Pugh Flat,
Among recent visitors at the near Bumpus Mills, Tenn., rehome of Miss Nola Wilson were cently.
Mrs. C. R. Overbey, Mrs. L. W.
Mr. and Mrs. Arden Higdon are
Rogers, Mrs. Zora Wilson, Mr. now residing at Evansville where
and Mrs. Harold P'Pool and Bar- Mr. Hidgon is employed. They
bara, Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Rogers, will be back here very often to
Mr. and Mrs. Waylon Rogers, attend to the farm.
Seabiscuit
but
War
or
a
a
Man
o'
By Keith Fuller
Mrs. Gertie Cortner, Mrs. Press
The Orinoco River system covNew Orleans — If modern self- do what he could with what he Lilly, Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff Rogers much of central Venezuela. —
propelled artillery hadn't replac- had. It paid off.
ers and Maureen, Mrs. 0. V. MarSeven years around the nation's tin, Revs. Dewese and Meadows
ed the Army mule, W. H. (Hal)
Bishop would never have tied for tracks have added a lot of know- Mrs. McGowan and Don, Mr. and
the national race horse training how to Bishop's innate sense of Mrs. Clint Ladd, Mrs. Carl Rog-judging horses.
title last year.
From 1946 to 1950 he has been racing string includes this advice:
The stocky full-faced Bishop
horses—if they can't run, get rid
owned one of the finest horse the leading trainer in Illinois.
He pays out about $2,000 week- of them at any price so you can
and mule markets in the country
at Anna, Ill., and the Army was ly on his 21-horse string. Since he get one that can."
That's why, whatever the race,
his best customer. In this setup trains only his own horses. Bishop keeps a good percentage of if one of Bishop's nags is entered
he'd never considered racing.
you can usually find it pounding
But when this market played their earnings.
He's pretty shy when it come3 up front, paying for its keep.
out he simply moved over to the
long oval and set up shop with a to betting and always pokes his
The population of Venezuela is
few hayburners that collectively small wages through a pari-mu- about 4,500,000.
weren't worth the smallest track tuel window rather than with a
bookie—where bookies are legal.
purse.
Bishop's system for owning a
Bishop, with shrewdness gained
from his horse and mule dicker- "Don't fall in love with your
ing, decided he wouldn't wait for

Mule Trainer Becomes
A Top Horse Trainer

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chaimers
Dealer
Fredonia, .Ky

trained—could be teaching 300
logopedists, instead of 50, to train
thousands more children here
and elsewhere."
Some 200 midwest subcontractors and dealers endowed the institute in building its new center
—contributing material and fees.
Included wee the fee of the Wichitan who negotiated the $1,500,000
construction loan from an Eastern
Insurance Company,
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WALKER HAS IT

and child will depend 107041' nlinn

FIRST AID SUPPLIES and
SICK ROOM NEEDS
WALKER'S DRUGS &
JEWELRY
Princeton, Ky.
Dial 3211

Ferguson Tractors

xtension Telephones

in easy-to-gel-to places
give on-the-spot service for all the family

tensions in your home give your

lephone service 'wings' — bring it
*thin easier reach of all the family.
tensions save time and steps, insae your telephone privacy, give
ded protection in emergencies, and

help you avoid missing important calls.
One or more extension telephones can
now be installed in your home without
delay — and at surprisingly low cost.
Why not order yours today? Just call
the Telephone Business Office.

place in the New England proPro tourney.
Then Toski decided to try his
hand on the winter tour. He finhed 18th in his first try at Long
_Reach, Calif. Then came a 15th
place at Jacksonville, a tie for
eighth in the Greensboro Open
and a 7th iti tic Falton Open it
Atlanta.
"I intend to keep on playing the
tour right thrsagh the summer,"
says Toski. "I'vs already learncd
a lot by watch"eg the veterar ; anci
I will be a far-better golfer in a
few more months."
Massachusetts golf fans think
tiny Toski could become the new
bantam- star of the links. He's
young enough and has at the
shots.

See
America's
Greatest
Truck Values

DRINK A GLASS

Right From the start, you can Agure on more payloads
because Chevrolet trucks talc* less time on the job ..
cost less to keep up. They reduce total trip thee with
extra high pulling power over a wide rang* oF usable
road speeds. Advance-Design construction taws you
money on repair". It all boils down to this: You can

PRINCETON CREAMERY

depend on Chevrolet trucks to deliver the goods at
Sow cost per ton per mile. Stop in and see these new PA.

EVER HAVE A CRAVIN6
FOR SOMETHIN6 YOU
CAN'T DESCRIBE?
OF MILK FROM

trucks now on display.

See these great
new truck buys
in our showrooms
today!

Princeton
e4eastelsit

FAR AHEAD WITH THESE PLUS NATURES
•

TWO ORIAT VAVAL44-141A0 REONESS, Ma Now 101.a.p. tee&
Master and So limpooved 02-11.p. TAN11411•Ner • THR NIP RONNIR411
CARBURETOR • DIAPHRAGM WINO CLUTCH • STNCHROMINH TRANSMISSIONS • HYPOS hAl AXLU • 00U111ARTICULATIO mem • 111101111AU WHIMS • ADVAPICS.
NOON STYLING • BALL-Till MIRING • UNIT-ORSION SOWN

Performance Leaders

P;pularity.readers

Piiceareaders

Most Powerful Chemist Troth Ever Sued

Preferred By Far Over AR Other Trucks!

First For ALAreverl Savings(

, Thursda ma
Hone meat is IL
In 1895, the headgear of U. a
John Walke r, an English
FOR SALE: Jeep, 1948 model.
leopards.
Marines was a spiktid helmet.
Robinson Implement Co. Phone apothecary, InVeritite matches.
2053.
45-3tc

FLOUR
SNOW WHITE (Pkiin or Self-Rising)
$1.25
25 lb. bag
PEACHES, Del Monte, No.21
/
2can
PEACHES, Evaporated, 1 lb. cello bag .
MIRA-CLO BLEACH,2 qts.
FAB, new dish cloth
2 boxes

Improved

SWIFT'S BROOKFIELD CHEESE FOOD,
2 lb. box
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE, 1 lb. tin
TRIPLE R. PEABERRY COFFEE, 1 lb
POST TOASTIES or CORN FLAKES,
13 oz. box . . . .
TEA, Garden Party (Orange Pekoe)
/
1 2 lb. box
PRINCE ALBERT, can

lOc

AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety RUMMAGE SALE: Elk's Building, Saturelly, May 13, at 8 a.m.
glass cut and installed In all
to 4 p.m. SpOlisored 101‘ the
can._ W.114,ern!.'llzacu Service
He
-DX --W8TM1/111-Virrb.
Station. Corner rittin-E ittia
tic
Phone 557.
FOR SALE; Outboard Motors for
Cruiser control, shift to ScottFOR SALE: Choice Holstein and
Atwater. Warm up in neutral
Guernsey heifer calves. T. B.,
shift to reverse and forward. 4
Bang's tested. Six to ten weeks
/
4 h. p. with
h. p. 5 is. p. and 71
old. Price delivered by truck
shift. Williams Texaco Service
to your farm: Six weeks at $45.
StationPlum and Main St.
and ten weeks at $55. Delivered
Phone 2445.
tfc
on approval in lots of five or
more. Some one year and two WATCH MAKING: All makes and
year old heifers. Write or wire
models; clocks, jewelry repairMerlin J. Rux, Muscoda, Wised. All work guaranteed. Chas.
38-8tc
consin.
"Pete" Russell, certified watchmaker. 203 N. Harrison St.
FOR SALE: Three Case pick-up
33-tfc
hay balers. Model NCM. Robinson Implement Co. Phone 2053. WALLPAPER SALE: One-hall
453tc
price on wallpaper of over 900
patterns to choose from. Joiner
YOR SALE: If you don't know
Hardware Company, home of
used cars, be sure you know
Red Spot Paints, Princeton,
the dealer. Far clean, used cars
Ky,
29-17th
in all price ranges, see Randolph - MOttrrs. Ours are A-1. FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
Ford sales and service. 38-dc
and Electrical Supplies, visit
Stallins and Kennedy Eleetric
FOR SALE: Model A car. RobinService, 124 E. Main St., Phone
son Implement Co. Phone 2053.
3180 or 2381 Work guaranteed.
45-Ste
tfc

DILL PICKLES, qt.

EXCAVATING: Roads, ponds,
grading and basement digging.
Can dig basements after house
• •is huilt.-Iforeallmate,
isonville 3 43 W. Satterfield
Bros.
42-4tp
FOR SALE: Seven-room house located on an improved street.
Phone 9745, Princeton. f4-2tc

ty Allotment
nw.
Ro2a5d.s04
RIsu$ra312j

UPHOLSTERY CLEANER: Magic
Foam-For cleaning and Deordorizing Living Room furniture,
Tapestries, Draperies, Carpets
and Rugs. Brown's Furniture
Store.
45-1te

Sport Shirts

FOR SALE: John Deere Model B
tractor on rubber. Plow, disk
and cultivator. Robinson Implement Co. Phone 2053. 45-3tc

BELT,
98c
ch„,„ 0,

FOR SALE: Piano. Small studio,
height 42 inches. Good as new.
Bargain. Dye Piano Co., 409 S.
Main, Hopkinsville.
45-2th

Slacks For Men g

FOR SALE: Gas range and baby
bed made of maple. Phone 3388,
Princeton, Ky.
45-1tc

stYht, black
n Size
to 40

GA

4/610V
Shea 28-42
Smooth, rich rayon gabardine tha
resists wrinkles . . . and tak
hard wear! Tan or grey

FOR SALE: One Chevrolet /
1
4-ton
pick-up, 1940 model. Robinson
Implement Co. P'none 2053
45-3tc

FERTILIZER SPREADERS: We
are now dealers for the Ezee WHEN YOU NEED hair tonic or
GRAHAM CRACKERS, 1 lb. box
Flow spreader. Ezee Flow will
shampoo for home use try
spread a n y fertilizer in any
Sharp's Barber Shop. We need
SUGAR CURED JOWLS, lb.
Enduring Quality Memorials
condition in any arriount-uniyour head in our business.
Moderate Prices
formly and accurately-with45-tic
out clogging or money back.
Dial 2640
Write or Visit
FOR
SALE:
One
good,
used threeRobinson Implement and Motor
burner and Thrift GE cooker
Co. Dial 2053.
•
43-3tc
ALLEN
range. Call at 500 S. Jefferson
•
SUPER LOW PRICES
Monumental Works
TOBACCO GROWERS: We have
St., or dial 2097. May be seen
Dawson Road at Center St.
211 Shepardson St.
on our floor for display one of
at Saratoga Springs. James
Phone 2611
Princeton, Ky.
the Bemis transplanters. Come
Cash.
45-1tc
in and let us show you. RobinFOR
SALE:
IHC
Side
delivery
son Implement and Motor Co.
rake. Robinson Implement Co.
43-Ste
Phone 2053.
45-3tc
CHILDCRAFT: Subscribe for it HOME
FOR SALE OR TRADE:
for children 1-14 yrs. Parent
Nice ranch-type h om e; three
and child guidance. Serves as
bedrooms; all modern convenisummer school work. Mrs. H.
ences; good location. Will trade
C. Lester, dist. mgr., 908 North
for smaller home or farm. See
Jefferson St. Dial 3768. 43-tfc
Bill Hodge or J. D. Hodge, Sr.
45-tic
SEE me for a complete line of
advertising specialties; book FOR SALE: One John Deere team
matches, calendars, fans and
disc cultivator. Robinson Impencils. Barney Jones. Dial
Yes . . it's our Celebration and your SAVINGS . . .
plement Co. Phone 2053. 45-3tc
3281. Princeton, Ky.
NOW! preater, than ever ... Special prices offered during
44-2tc
FOR
SALE: 2-bottom 12-in.
this Gala Event. Just think, over 30,000 sq. ft. of floor space
FOR SALE: One Blackhawk twoplows. Robinson Implement Co.
devoted to display of Home Furnishings.
row corn planter with fertilizer, _Phone 2053.
45-3tc
attachment. Robinson ImpleFOR SALE: Store building. Posment Co. Phone 2053.
45-3tc
session in 30 days. See Mrs. A.
P. Sims, E. Court Square,
YOUR DOLLAR: Will buy piano,
Princeton.
not overhead, at Dye Piano Co.,
45-Hp
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky
HELP WANTED: Reliable man
OUR 52nd ANNIVERSARY SALE STARTS
3247tp
with small truck to operate
NEXT MONDAY, MAY'15th, and
produte pick-up route in the
FOR
SALE:
68-acres
of
land,
7
Call us coiled for af- lasts thru Sat., May 27th ... Two full weeks. But do
territory. Good proposition for
miles o u t on Dawson road.
early ... no doubt you shall benefit by it.
right party. Write Box 529,
Four-room
house,
stock barn,
ter hour appointment,
BUY NOW!! Take advantage of the Sale Prices.
Princeton.
45-1tc
wire fence, plenty of timber
Our Budget Payment Plan.
if more convenient.
with well in yard. Kelley C. WANTED TO RENT: Five or
sixMorse, Real Estate Agency,
room modern house in good lonext door to Orange building,
Cation. Dial 3305.
45-1tc
Princeton.
45-1tp
FOR SALE: Registered Hereford
(Incorporated)
FOR SALE: High quality lespedeBulls. All good blood line.
9 Floors of Good Furniture
ity; 93 per cent germination. Priced right. R. T. Humphries,
?a seed. Test 99.76 per cent purphone 2744
45-2tp
Also Ladino clover, certified
and commercial Ky. 31 fescue.
CELEBRATES 52nd.
Fredonia Valley Seed Co. Dial
ANNIVERSARY
One of Kentucky's'
4212 or 4202.
32-1tc
Oldest Businesses
Hopkinsville, May 10
FOR SALE: One John Deere two..
Another
year has rolled around
row corn planter with fertilizer
for Keach Furniture
and this
attachment. Robinson Imple- month they celebrateCo.
their 52nd
ment Co. Phone 2053.
45-3tc Anniversary. Mr. Keach looks
back with pride and rightfully so,
LIME HAULING: Let us haul and on the small business 52 years ago,
spread your lime. Robinson 1m- which has now become one of
largest retail furniialement and Motor Co. Dial Kentucky's
ture stores west of Louisville.
2053.
43-3tc
Keach's store has over 30,000
sq. ft. of floor space devoted to
FOR SALE: Solovox. Slightly furniture display . . . their prices
used. Big discount. Dye Piano are competitive, the quality of
Co., 409 S. Main, Hopkinsville. the merchandise is excellent. It's
a good place to shop.
45-atc
KEACH'S
FOR SALE: Avery model A trac- Where you will be greeted with
a smile.
(ad)
tor, plow and disk. Robinson
Implement Co. Phone 2053.
A large pecan tree can bear 100
45-Ste -to 300 pounds of nuts.

2▪98

Sm-Med-Large
Full cut for comfortable fit! Lon
sleeves. Gray-tan-blue or green
Gabardine.

* FAST STARTING
* SUPER STANDABILITY
* INSECT RESISTANCE
* DISEASE RESISTANCE
* DROUTH RESISTANCE
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hite Dress Shirts
k Twain Brand!

Sanforized!

3.98

Handy-to-get-into coat style
in wide range of bold stripes
and colors. Men's sizes A-D.

Give Him A New Tie!

izes 14-17

3,49

at-dyed cotton; said°
used 3-inch collar.
had es.
Engelhardt, Owner
W. J.

98c

Lintf

7,

ercerized broadcloth: San!
ed! Fused three-inch
eck sizes 14-17; sleeve 12-I5.

Broadcloth Pajamas

"
"
Fouliird cu satin. Scroll desips,
plain knot, design or panel; or
plain panel with design on
knot.

PEAS, Handy
20 oz. csui
PEACHES, Remarkable, sliced
syrup, large No. 2/
1
4 can
PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty
large No. 24 can
GREENS, Nancy Lee, Mustard,
or Turnip, No. 2 can
OLEOMARGARINE, Mi Choice,
lb.
TOMATO JUICE,
48 oz. can
CORN. Pennysaver, wh. Cr. style
Co. Gent.
20 oz. can
A5IERICAN CHEESE FOOD, Fisher's
2 lb. loaf
BROOMS, Clean Sweep, five
sewed
each
LIMA BEANS, Larsen's fresh
green
can
TOMATO SOUP, Castle Haven
10% oz. can
4 for
BLACKEYED PEAS,Brown's Valley

district 4; W. Frank Rile
Thomas Bond, dist!'
Calvin Oates, district 7. •
furnish
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operated loader for loa
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Cook-Kill Bug Killer, pint 69c
TOMATOES, Ladoga
No. 2 can
SYRUP, Bob White, honey flavored
11
/
4 lb. bottle
SALMON, Derby
No.1 tall can

All add up to
BIGGER YIELDS
of BETTER CORN

ORDER G-HYBRID SEED

,01ii.

t3
in

--664111:igaanrYueantdDeeedievla:ded Into t w

QUINN'S GROCERY

FUNK'S G-HYBRID
5-STAR FEATURES

Year
log ofFatin:cdffiluidiga.te.ephpremoirtvilleseul diraobtyrutra

i
by thefitt

Let No Grave
Be Unmarked

Special Bargains in All
Departments

:gidjhnwldnays
a,si rftoomilr;
til:

124
23(
$1"
29f
19(
111(
10f
21(
23st
10(
69(
19(
15(
29(

3/

12k

TEA, Loring Cup
% Pkg.
SALAD DRESSING, Table Garden
32 oz. jar
GRAPE PRESERVES, Monarch
pure, 16 os. Jar
INSTANT RICE, Uncle Ben's
14 os. can
PEANUT BUTTER, Gold 'Craft
32 oz. jar
SAUER KRAUT, Lang
No. 2/
1
4 can
PINEAPPLE, Silver River, crushed
No.2 can
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI, Red Cross 1
3 AIL
SODA CRACKERS, Oveakist
2 lb. pkg.
COFFEE, Loving Cup
lb. 67e
3 I
CHERRIES, South Haven, red
sour pitted, No. 2 can
2 for
BROOMS, Liberty five sewed
each
LAUNDRY BLEACH, Best White
32 os bottle
MOPS, White Deck Linen Tielyup
No. 16
12 oz.
each
GREEN BEANS, Nancy Joe, Cut
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APPLES, Winesap, Virginia
pound

3 lbs.

NEW POTATOES,
8 lbs.

LEMONS, Sunkist, fancy
dozen
BANANAS, large & ripe
lb.

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
Ill W. CT. SQ.
"The
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Complete Paint Store"

Save the surface and you save all!
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON,
Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WV.IS 6 P. M. Owensboro., K ., Week
Da s

